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Ladies & Gentlemen:
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DOCKET NUMBER 50-483
CALLAWAY PLANT
UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY
REVISION TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 5.5.9
"STEAM GENERATOR (SG) TUBE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM"
References:

1)
ULNRC-04745 dated October 3, 2002

2) NRC letter to G.L. Randolph dated February 4, 2003

Reference 1 transmitted a license amendment request per the guidance of
Administrative Letter 98-10, This amendment request was submitted to address the use of
Rotating Pancake Coils (RPC) exams at the top of the tube sheet. RPC is used to supplement
bobbin coil exams to ensure structural integrity in accordance with NEI 97-06. Following
several teleconferences with the Staff, NRC issued References 2 which transmitted requests
for additional information (RAI).
Attachment 2 provides responses to the RAls transmitted by Reference 2. Several of
the RAIs deal with the Technical Specification changes proposed in Reference 1. Since the
treatment of tube inspections in plant technical specification has become a generic industry
issue we propose that this amendment request be held until generic technical specification
language has been developed and accepted. We will provide a follow-on submittal to update
the Callaway Technical Specification at that time.
Attached are:
2 copies of LTR-SGDA-03-129, "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length
RPC Inspection of the Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam
Generators" (Proprietary)
2 copies of LTR-SGDA-03-130, "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length
RPC Inspection of the Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam
Generators" (Non-proprietary)
2 copies of WCAP-15032-NP, Rev. 1, "Improved Justification of Partial Length
RPC Inspection of Tube Joints of Model F Steam Generators of AmerenUE
Callaway Plant" (Proprietary)
2 copies of WCAP-15932-P, Rev. 1, "Improved Justification of Partial Length
RPC Inspection of Tube Joints of Model F Stean Generators of AmerenUE

Caliaway Plant" (Non-Proprietary)
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Also attached are Westinghouse authorization letters, CAW-03-1649 and CAW-031650 accompanying affidavits, Proprietary Information Notice (Attachment 4) and Copyright
Notice (Attachment 5).
As Items 1 and 3 contain information proprietary to Westinghouse Electric Company,
it is supported by affidavits signed by Westinghouse, the owner of the information. The
affidavits set forth the basis on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure
by the Commission and addresses with specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)
(4) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's' regulations.
Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the information which is proprietary to
Westinghouse be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.790
of the Commission's regulations.
Correspondence with respect to the copyright or proprietary aspects of the items
listed above or the supporting Westinghouse Affidavits should reference CAW-03-1649 or
CAW-03-1650 and should be addressed to H.A. Sepp, Manager of Regulatory Compliance
and Plant Licensing, Westinghouse Electric Company, P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15230-0355.
If you have any questions on this amendment application, please contact
Mr. Dave Shafer at (314) 554-3104.
Very truly yours,

David Shafer
Acting Manager, Regulatory Affairs
DES/mlo
Attachments: See List on Next Page
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Attachments
1)

Affidavit

2)

a.
b.
c.
d.

3)

a. Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-15932-P, Rev. I (Proprietary Class 2)
b. Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-1 5932-NP, Rev. 1 (Non-Proprietary Class 3)
c. Proprietary Affidavit CAW-03-1650

4)

Proprietary Information Notice

5)

Copyright Notice

6)

RAI 54
The eddy current data for 5 tubes mentioned in RAI 54 and calibration runs (optical
disk). Also included are the standard drawings and setups for the various cal groups.
A copy of the analyst guidelines are also included.

7)

RAI 32
A copy of the Appendix H Technique Qualification Report is included as requested by
RAI 32.

8)

RAls 52
A list of Indications in all steam generators located below -0.3 inches Is also included
as part of the answer to RAI 52, 18.a, and 65.

9)

RAI 63.c
The calibration sheet for the In-situ flow meter Is included to answer RAI 63.c.

Callaway RAI Responses
Westinghouse RAI Responses LTR-SGDA-03-129 (Proprietary Class 2)
Westinghouse RAI Responses LTR-SGDA-03-130 (Non-Proprietary Class 3)
Proprietary Affidavit CAW-03-1649
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cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Stop PI-137
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dr. Bruce S. Mallett
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-4005
Senior Resident Inspector
Callaway Resident Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
8201 NRC Road
Steedman, MO 65077
Mr. Jack N. Donohew (2 copies) Licensing Project Manager, Callaway Plant
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 7E1
Washington, DC 20555-2738
Manager, Electric Department
Missouri Public Service Commission
PO Box 360
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Mr. Gerhard K. Samide
ANI Account Engineer
Town Center, Suite 3005
29 S. Main St.
West Hartford, CT 06107-2445
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STATE OF MISSOURI
CITY OF ST. LOUIS

}

SS

David Shafer, of lawful age, being first duly sworn upon oath says that he is Acting Manager,
Regulatory Affairs, for Union Electric Company; that he has read the foregoing document and knows the
content thereof, that he has executed the same for and on behalf of said company with full power and
authority to do so; and that the facts therein stated are true and correct to the best of his knowledge,
information and belief.

By

x

JAt

David Shafer
Acting Manager, Regulatory Affairs

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this

e___

day of __ __ _

2003.

Lams
1
MELISSA L. ORR
Notary Public - Notary Seal
STATE OF MISSOURI
City of St. Louis
My Commission Expires: June 23, 2003
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
RELATED TO STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION LICENSE AMENDMENT
UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY
CALLAWAY PLANT. UNIT
DOCKET NO. 50-483
The information requested by the NRC staff is on the licensee's application dated October 3, 2002,
in which the licensee proposed changes to TS 5.5.9, Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance
Program," to add a requirement for using the rotating pancake coil (RPC) to the H* depth in the SG
tubesheet. Of the following questions, questions 1 to 5 are on the Callaway Technical
Specifications (TSs), and questions 6 to 73 are on the proprietary Westinghouse Topical Report
(TR) WCAP-15932-P, Improved Justification of Partial-Length RPC Inspection of Tube Joints of
Model F Steam Generators of Ameren-UE Callaway Plant," Revision 0, dated September 2002,
which was submitted with the application.
Questions on the TSs:
1.

Discuss if the TSs should also specify that the H* depth inspection is applicable to hot leg
tubes only so as to be consistent with the technical basis in the Westinghouse TR. The
proposed TS wording implies that the H* depths can be applied to the cold leg tubes also.
Response:

The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
2.

Provide the following: (1) confirm that the primary-to-secondary leakage in the Callaway
TSs is 150 gallons per day (gpd) per steam generator, and (2)describe the current plant
administrative procedures regarding operator actions when a steam generator tube leakage
occurs.
Response:

(1) TS 3.4.13.e states RCS operational leakage shall be limited to: 150 gallons per day
primary to secondary LEAKAGE through any one steam generator.
(2) The administrative procedure governing primary to secondary leakage and operator
action is in accordance with the EPRI Primary to Secondary Leakage Guidelines. The
procedure recommends plant shutdown at 75 gallons per day leakage. Callaway uses
several methods forprimary to secondary leakage detection. They are N-16 monitors on
the main steam lines, steam generator blowdown (SGBD) Heat Exchangers Outlet Header
Gamma Detector, and a Condenser Air Discharge Radiation Detector.
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The proposed phrase to be added to TS 5.5.9.d.1 .h,"Tube Inspections states that the tube
inspection includes inspection with rotating pancake coil (or equivalent) from the tube
expansion transition at the top of the tubesheet to the H* depth as specified in
TS Table 5.5.9-4." Discuss what is the starting point (or reference point) of the H* depth
measurement, including the following:
a.

The TR mentioned that the starting point for the H* depth is the top of tubesheet
whereas the proposed TS wording implies that the starting point is the expansion
transition. If the top of the tubesheet is the starting point, then consideration should
be made in the TS wording for cases where the expansion transition Is located
above or below the top of tubesheet. If the starting point is the expansion joint point,
then the TS requirement is not consistent with the TR. If the starting point is from
the expansion joint, then is the H* depth measured from the top of the expansion
transition joint or from the bottom of the expansion transition joint? The starting
point of the H* depth should be clarified.

b.

In general, when inspecting the top of tubesheet, licensees also inspect the tube
above the top of tubesheet (e.g., three inches above the top of the tubesheet). How
many inches above the top of the tubesheet is proposed to be inspected?

Response:

The Callaway license change Is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
4.

Address whether there should be a TS requirement for future inspection of H* tubes,
including If each H*tube must be inspected during each steam generator tube inspection to
assure that there are no indications in the * distance.
Response:

The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
5.

The proposed TS wording describes the H* inspection distance and probe; however, the
TS has no requirement stating that if any indication is found within the H* distance it must
be repaired or plugged (i.e., plug on detection) and if any indication is found below the H*
distance in the tube in the tubesheet it may remain in service. Discuss this issue.
Response:
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Calaway plans to submit a license
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change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
Questions on Westinghouse Report WCAP-15932-P:
6.

Page 2-2. One of the assumptions for the H* criterion is that tube cracking within the
tubesheet is primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC). This implies that the H*
criterion will not be applicable to tubes with other degradation mechanisms such as outside
diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC). If this is the correct nterpretation, then
TS 5.5.9.h needs to limit the H* criterion to PWSCC only.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

7.

Page 2-2. One of the assumptions states that bobbin coil eddy current testing (ECT) Is
capable of detecting circumferential crack and deep axial indications within the tubesheet. It
is not clear in the TR that the bobbin coil is qualified for these indications. Describe the
qualification of the bobbin coil for these types of indications.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.s.

8.

Page 2-1. It Is stated that any indication in the tube region below the H* distance in the
tubesheet may remain in service. It is not clear whether a severely degraded indication
(e.g., 100 percent through-wall crack) may remain in service even if the indication is located
below the H*distance. Address the disposition strategy for the through-wall indications
below the H* distance.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarification:
All positive indications will be removed from service below the H* distance.

9.

Page 3-1, 4th paragraph. It is stated that the maximum practical primary-to-secondary
leakage during normal operation is 75 gpd. On page 3-4, it is stated that the plant will shut
down when the leak rate is above 75 gpd. Discuss if the 75 gpd leakage limit is an
analytical condition of the H* depth criterion, and if the limit should be included in the
proposed TS requirement for the H* criterion.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarfication:
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For normal operation, the plant has administrative guidelines in accordance with the
EPRI PWR Pimary-to-Secondary Leakage Guidelines, which recommend plant
shutdown at 75 gpd. The technical specification allowable leakage limit is 150 gpd.
10.

Page 3-3, 5th paragraph. It is stated that +point, Vpp > 3 volt, would be used within the
tubesheet and below the RPC Inspection depth. Address the following:
a.

Why the peak-to-peak voltage is specified to be greater than 3 volts for the
+point probe.

b.

It is the staff's understanding that within the H* depth, the RPC (i.e., +point) would
be used and below the H* depth, a bobbin coil would be used; however, the
statement in the 5e paragraph implies that a +point would be used below the H*
depth, not the bobbin coil. Explain the discrepancy.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
11.

Page 3-3, 6th paragraph. It is stated that all of the tubes in the 50 percent program of the
opened steam generators would be inspected to the H* depth. Describe the 50 percent
program." It is not clear to the staff whether the inspection strategy is consistent with the
inspection strategy on page 3-3 in the TR. Clarify and describe the inspection strategy.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarification:
Callaway will Inspect the f* regions in accordance with WCAP-15932 Revision 1. The
inspection scope will be in accordance with the Steam Generator Examination Guidellnes
for active degradation at the top of the tubesheet Callaway has historicallyperformed a
100/a top of tubesheet examination with RPC.

12.

Page 3-5,4th paragraph. It is stated that the H* values do not contain any margin for nondestructive examination (NDE) uncertainty Inelevation of the crack features. Regulatory
Guide 1.121, Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes," recommends
measurement uncertainties (i.e., measurement error and analyst variability) in the eddy
current inspections. Provide justification for not including measurement uncertainties
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

13.

Page 3-5, 5th paragraph. It is stated that the H*values are grouped in four zones based on
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the tubesheet upward bending during normal operation and during the limiting accident
condition. It is not clear if the zones were calculated based on the limiting conditions and if
the radii for each zone Include any statistical/calculational errors. Address these issues.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
14.

Page 5-1. Provide the following: (1)how many test tubes were assembled in the leak test
program, and (2) how many tests were performed at room temperature, normal operating
temperature, or accident event temperature.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
15.
Page 6-1. It is stated a,c.e that the tubesheet constraints the crack opening area
and that the constraining effect for axial cracks is taken into account in the leakage
calculation by using an effective crack length that Is less than the actual length. However,
during an accident, the tubesheet bows and the tubesheet bore expands, and the expansion
of the tubesheet bore would reduce the constraint effect. Address how the tubesheet bore
expansion was taken Into consideration in the leakage or tube pull-out calculations,
including the Impact of the bore expansion on the leak rate and pull-out force (e.g., the
percentage of the leak rate or pull-out force caused by the bore expansion).
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

16.

Section 7.0. In its structural analysis, Westinghouse used carbon steel material properties
for the tubesheet; however, there Is a stainless steel (or nickel-based alloy) cladding on the
top of the tubesheet. Address how the material properties of cladding were considered in
the tubesheet structural analysis, including the effect of the cladding, if any, on the H*depth
and on the leakage calculations.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

17.

Address how a leakage model with a through-wall circumferential crack having a 360
degree extent below the H* depth in the tubesheet has been considered, including what
would be the leak rate of such a crack. Considering the worst scenario leakage from H*
tubes, address how many tubes can be applied with the H* criterion without exceeding
TS primary-to-secondary leakage limit.
Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
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In the proposed TS Table 5.5.9-4, the H* depth for inspection depth zone A is proposed to
be 2.38 inches. This H* depth is smaller than the H*depth proposed for zones B, C, and D,
and can be viewed as not as conservative Interms of tube structural and leakage integrity.
In general practice, licensees inspect 3.0 to 6.0 inches below the top of the tubesheet using
the RPC. Address the differences in the proposed H* depths by inspection depth zone, and
include the following:
a.

Describe the history of indications detected within 2.38 inches below the top of the
tubesheet at Callaway.

b.

Describe the structural and leakage integrity of a tube with an H* depth of 2.38
Inches.

Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarification:
Callaway has identified several indications in the tubesheet region. However, most of the
Indications discovered in the steam generators are located at the expansion transition, as
expected. The H*distances were revisedprorto the issuance ofthe RAI's. The H*depth
for Zone A was revised from 2.38' to 3.46'. The reference 2.38 Is taken to apply to the
revised value of 3.46". Callaway first identified stress corrosion cracking in Refuel 7.
Question 52 lists the indications found 0.30 inches below the top of the tubesheet in all
steam generators.
19.

Discuss the length(s) of the test tube inside the tubesheet collar in the mock-up tests,
including if the distance of 2.38 Inches was modeled in the test. Discuss whether the test
tube was severed at the 2.38 inch location inside the tubesheet. It should be pointed out
that the TR discussed only perforated locations in the tube, not a severed tube.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

20.

In its review, the staff found that the description of the inspection depth zones A, B, C, and
D in proposed TS Table 5.5.9-4, by listing the range of radii of the zone from the vertical
centerline of the tube sheet, is not as descriptive as Figure 3-6 in the TR. Address whether
Figure 3-6 in the TR should be included in the Callaway TSs (i.e., can the proprietary
information in the figure be omitted to allow it to be placed in the TSs?).
Response:
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
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generic technical specification changes.
21.

Inthe conference call on October 17, 2002, a Westinghouse representative stated that all
tubes with indications Inthe H*distance region would be plugged as shown by Figure 2-1 of
the TR, because the RPC would not be able to size the ndications. However, a Union
Electric representative stated that tubes with some indications detected Inthe H* distance
may not be plugged and thus would remain in service, and that tube plugging would be
based on the TS 5.5.9 tube plugging criteria of 40 percent through-wall, because the RPC
can size the indications In the H* region. Address the discrepancy between these
statements.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarification:
All tubes found with degradation, whether in the H* region or below will be repaired.

22.

Abstract:
a.

Page vii, Abstract. Explain the engagement distances of 0.30 inch and 1.4 inches
with respect to the P* distance.

b.

Page vii, Abstract. It is stated that ¶**P* is to show the acceptability of a tube
separation below the P* distance for about 95% of the operating tubes in the
bundle..." Discuss whether tube separation would be acceptable in terms of
structural and leakage integrity for the remaining 5 percent of the tubes in the
bundle.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
23.

Section 1.0:
a.

It is stated that PWSCC has been identified in the region between the bottom of the
hydraulic expansion transition and the 3-inch depth in the Callaway steam
generators. Provide the historical data of tube indications (circumferential and axial)
found in the tubesheet. Specify the maximum distance measured from the top of
the tubesheet Into the tubesheet that PWSCC indications have been detected.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
See response to Question 52. The maximum distance measured from the top of the
tubesheet into the tubesheet for PWSCC indications is 10.58 inches.
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Discuss the disposition of an ndication that is detected by a RPC probe that is not
within the H* distance, but is within the expansion'transition zone (e.g., above the
top of the tubesheet) or below the H* distance. Include in the discussion if the
disposition would be In terms of the requirements specified In TS 5.5.9.

Response part b:
Any Indication of degradation found in the expansion transition, above or below the H*
distance, will be repaired Caliaway has not licensed an Alternate Repair Criteria (ARC),
therefore, any indication of degradation is repaired based on a repair-on-detection criteria.
Wear is the only indication that may be left In-service based on applying the technical
specfication crtera of 40% through wall.
24.

Section 2.0:
Page 2-1, 4th paragraph. It Isnot clear why P distance is not specified in the Callaway TSs
as an Inspection requirement because the P distance is related to the H distance. It is
stated Inthe TR that, ... the nitiation of Inspection to H depths also Initiate the use of P..."
Discuss if this recommendation will be adopted at Callaway and included In the TSs.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

25.

Section 5.0:
a.

Page 5-1, Section 5.1.1. Provide information on the test collars, i.e., the number of
collars used in the test, the dimension of the collars (1.63 inches in outside
diameter?), and the number of tube specimens Inany one collar. Discuss whether
the test program included testing of the tubesheet bowing effect.

b.

The summary of the tests is addressed on page 5-4. In the summary, there is no
mention of fatigue (mechanical or thermal) testing. The mechanical fatigue testing
would include cyclic load testing, and the thermal fatigue testing would consider the
thermal expansion and contraction (during heatup and cooldown) ofthe tube length
between the top of the tubesheet and the tube support plate(s) where the tube may
be constraint by either denting or deposits. Discuss why these tests were not
considered.

c.

Page 5-4. It is not clear in the TR whether the H* distances were modeled in the
test mock-ups. Discuss if this was done, and provide the length of the tube in the
tubesheet for the tube pull-out and leakage tests.

Response:
_ Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
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Section 6.0:
a.

Page 6-2,3rd paragraph. The report discussed the proprietary DENTFLO computer
code in calculating leak rate of an axial crack and the effective crack length in the
leak rate calculations; however, there is no discussion of a leak rate calculation for a
circumferential crack. It Is not clear how the effective crack length of a
circumferential crack Is modeled in the leak rate calculation. Provide a discussion
on the leak rate calculation for a circumferential crack.

b.

Page 6-3, 1st paragraph. It is stated in the TR that a through-wall circumferential
crack of 180 degree extent was considered in the leak rate calculation. Discuss why
a through-wall circumferential crack of 360 degree extent Is not the worst scenariocrack and was not considered in the leak rate calculation. See Question 17.

c.

Page 6-3. 2nd paragraph. Provide leak rate results of a single axial and
circumferential crack under steam line break conditions and normal operational
conditions.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for clarification:
The Westinghouse RAI response Is inconsistent as to the number of axial cracks located
-0.3 inches below the top of the tubesheet. A review of the historical indications reveal
that two axial indications have been identified. However, these indications do not affect
the SLB leakage calculation included in WCAP-15932 Rev. 1. Refer to Question 72.
27.

Section 7.0:
a.

Page 7-1, 4th paragraph. The report discussed a previously developed finite
element model for the model F steam generator. Discuss if this model was
developed for Callaway and provide the reference for this model.

b.

Page 7-2. It is not clear whether the tube bores were included in the finite element
model. In addition, the tubesheet bores are not evident Inthe finite element model
as shown in Figure 7-1. The TR stated that an equivalent ligament efficiency,
modified modulus of elasticity, and modified Poisson's ratio were used to simulate
the tubesheet bore. However, it is not clear how the ligament efficiency is input in
the finite element model to simulate the tubesheet bore in the finite element model.
Discuss how the ligament efficiency can simulate the tubesheet bore, including the
previous sentences.

c.

Pages 7-3 and 7-4. The TR cited References 9.21, 9.22, 9.23, 9.24 (e.g., on page
7-12, Reference 9.28 was cited); however, these references could not be found in
the reference section of the report. Explain the discrepancy.
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d.

Page 7-3,2nd paragraph. The TR discussed a previous calculation performed with
a 3-D finite element model of a model D-4 steam generator. Provide the reference
of this analysis.

e.

Pages 7-8 and 7-9. Discuss whether the pressure and temperature parameters for
the feedline break, steamline break, and loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) events
were specifically taken from the Callaway design basis accident analysis or from a
generic accident analysis. On the basis of the references cited in the TR, it seems
that the pressure and temperature parameters used In the Callaway analysis may
be generic values. Discuss if this is correct, and confirm whether the generic
pressure and temperature parameters used in the H* analysis bound the values In
the accident analysis of the Callaway plant.

f.

Pages 7-23 and 7-24; Tables 72-2a and 7.2-2b. Explain the significance of
Psec = 893 psig and Psec = 955 psig, and why there is no Psec value in Table 7.23?

9.

Page 7-26. Discuss whether the P*analysis in Section 7.3 was benchmarked with
testing data. It is the staff's understanding that the purpose of the P*distance is to
provide assurance that if a tube having a H* distance less than P*distance is pulled
out from the tubesheet, that tube would be confined by the adjacent row tube
without damaging other tubes. However, absence of a valid verification of the
P* methodology, the shortest H* distance should be made to be greater than
P*distance to assure that if a tube is pulled out, it would not impinge on any tubes.
Discuss this.

h.

Discuss how the tubesheet bowing is considered in the structural and leakage
integrity calculations, providing the following: (1)the maximum and minimum values
of the tubesheet bowing, (2) the locations of the maximum and minimum tubesheet
bowing, and (3) the maximum and minimum values of tubesheet bore expansion.

i.

Discuss whether the finite element model has been benchmarked with the actual
test results to verify the accuracy of the analytical method of calculating tubesheet
bowing.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

28.

In the proposed TSs, the Inspection extent references the expansion transition. Given how
the testing was performed, clarify whether the proposed TSs should be modified to
reference from the bottom of the expansion transition or the top of the tubesheet, whichever
is lower.
There are several references in the TR indicating that H* is reckoned from the top of the
tubesheet and assumes a conservative distance between the bottom of the hydraulic
expansion transition and the top of the tubesheet. Discuss the reference point for the H*
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distances provided in the TSs.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the Industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
29.

Discuss the role of P* Indetermining the H*distances in the proposed amendment. If P is
relied upon In determining the proposed H* distances, address the following:
a.

Discuss why P*is limited to non-stayrod and non-patchplate area tubes, including if
this is because there are no nearby neighbors or are there other reasons?

b.

The basis for assuming that tube separation below the P*distance for approximately
95 percent of the tubes in the bundle.

c.

How have the effects of degraded tubes been accounted for in the P* analysis?

d.

Describe the test data supporting the analytical calculations with respect to
neighboring tubes limiting the extent of tube pull-out.

e.

Discuss how sliding of the tubes and distortion (bending) of the tubes were
accounted for in the analysis.

f.

Discuss the effects of one tube impacting another tube assuming the tube
wimpacted" is degraded to the steam generator performance criteria by the most
limiting damage mechanism.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
30.

Clarify the meaning of the statement on page 1-2 in the TR: a similar approach has been
demonstrated to be acceptable for use Incases of tube weld damage due to loose parts."
Provide the data which demonstrates that leakage during normal operation can be related to
leakage during postulated transients. Discuss the relationship, including how ligament
tearing is accounted for Inthis relationship and how the scatter Inthe data is accounted for
in the H* methodology.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
31.

Assumptions regarding the location of the bottom of the expansion transition were
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made in the TR. For Callaway, if the inspection distances are from the top of the tubesheet,
provide the maximum distance from the top of the tubesheet to the bottom of the expansion
transition (i.e., ones below the top of the tubesheet). Discuss how this distance Is used in
relation to the H*distances provided Inthe TS and how the NDE uncertainty Indetermining
the top of the tubesheet, the bottom of the expansion transition, and the inspection distance
Is accounted for In the analysis. List the assumptions made and provide the basis for the
assumptions.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following Is provided for additional claification:
Westinghouse as-builtmanufacturing data suggests the maximum depth measuredis 0.28^
Callaway has added a distance of 0.30 inches to al H* distances. Callaway Increased the
H*distances foreach zone by more than 1inch to accountforaxialencoderuncertaintyand
add conservatism to all distances. The RPC inspection is performed from 2 above the top
of the tubesheet to at least 1 inch below the calculated H' depths. The axial encoder
uncertainty was determined byprimary eddy current vendorpror to the Refuel 12 Inspection
by mocking up the conditions at Callaway. Severaltrials were performed which deternined
an axial encoder uncertainty to be 0.08 Inches for the tubesheet inspection.
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.
32.

Several assumptions were made in establishing the H* and P* distances in Section 2.2 of
the TR. List the assumptions and provide the technical basis and data for each of the
assumptions (with the exception of the assumption regarding the 1.0 gpm leakage limit
during steam tine break (SLB) and the primary side makeup capacity). Discuss whether the
Inspection techniques have been qualified in accordance with the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) guidelines and provide the qualification data. Discuss whether the EPRI
guidelines are being followed with respect to the frequency of inspection for plants with mill
annealed Alloy 600. If not, provide the technical justification for the deviation.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarification:
The bobbin probe is not qualified for use in the tubesheet at Callaway. The RPC probe
used at Callaway is qualified in accordance with the Steam Generator Examination
Guidelines, Appendix H. The qualification report for Refuel 12 is attached.
Callaway inspects 100% of the tubesheet region in all four steam generators every
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outage (18 months) with an RPCprobe. This is in accordance with the Steam Generator
Examination Guidelines for Westinghouse steam generators.
33.

It was indicated that past experience with circumferential cracks inside the tubesheet for
another type of tube joint indicated that leakage is low and that the same trend is expected
for Callaway. Discuss the relationship between the contact pressures at Callaway to these
other plants. Discuss the extent to which these indications were subjected to the full range
of normal operating, transient, and accident conditions.
Response:
Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and L TR-SGDA-03-130.
34.

It was assumed in Section 3.1.2.2 of the TR that the pull-out distances associated with the
normal operating pressure (NOP) values could be ignored since the plant will shut down
because of leakage. Discuss the basis for this assumption. As indicated above, past
experience indicates that leakage is low from circumferential cracks. Discuss the possibility
that no leakage may be observed from a joint that is totally severed at some distance or has
a through-wall crack. Indetermining the steam line break pull-out distance, discuss how the
lower temperature during the break was accounted for in determining the inspection
distance.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

35.

In determining the acceptance limits, the most limiting primary-to-secondary differential
pressure during normal operation should be used (most limiting would equate to the
maximum differential pressure that can be observed during normal operation for the life of
the steam generator). In performing the testing, it would appear that the lowest differential
pressure should be used, since It would result in a lower contact pressure. Discuss the
basis for performing the tests at 1900 psi, which is considerably higher than normal
operating differential pressure. Discuss how the lowest normal operating pressure was
accounted for in determining the H* inspection distance, and provide the data associated
with the determination of the resistance to pull-out as a result of the hydraulic expansion.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

36.

Describe how the roughness of the collars used during the testing program compare to the
roughness of the tubesheet bore. Describe any data confirming the as-built roughness of
the tubesheet bore. Discuss if the lowest possible value of roughness was used, and, if not,
how was this accounted for in determining the inspection distances.
Response:

-
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Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
37.

In performing the leak rate tests, discuss why a 100 percent through-wall circumferential
crack was not assumed at the H*distance. If based on some qualification data, discuss the
potential for a partial through-wall flaw to *pop" through-wall during a steam line break or to
grow from partial through-wall at one inspection to through-wall during the next inspection.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

38.

It was Indicated In Section 5.1 A.1 of the TR that wall thinning calculations were performed
to determine the effect of tack rolling. Discuss the reason for this section of the TR. Also,
discuss If the tack rolling was at the tube end In the field, and, if so, if the test specimens
also had this tack rolling and whether the tack roll performed on the test specimens had the
lowest contact pressure that could be observed in the field. Provide the basis (including
applicable data) for your answer.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

39.

With respect to the test specimens, it was indicated that segmented expansions were
performed. Discuss the various configurations tested, including, for example, were all tests
segmented or were some tests fully expanded for the entire region of the tubesheet?
Discuss also the basis for concluding that the test specimens were representative of the
expansions Inthe field, Including, for the segmented samples, Isit possible that the tack roll
assumed a greater percentage of the load than the hydraulically expanded region and, if so,
discuss the need to repeat the test to account for the fact that this area is below the H*
distance. In addition, discuss the basis for assuming the pull out force is evenly distributed
along the length of the tube in contact with the tubesheet.
Response:

40.

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
In Section 5.3.2 of the TR it was indicated that: in the 6000 F pullout tests, the lowest value
for 'first slip' or 'breakaway force was 3000 lbs." This section then indicates that the results
were conservative because of the lack of the additional resistance to pull-out due to the
differential pressure tightening between the tube and the tube hole surface which would be
present in the plant Discuss at what pressure were these tests run and how was the
tube/tubesheet heated.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

41.

Provide a comparison of the results of the leak tests provided in Section 5.3.1 of the TR to
the predictions from the proprietary DENTFLO computer code.
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Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
42.

Section 6.3, page 6-2. It is not clear why degradation of various depths was assumed in the
leakage analysis. Given the potential for a tube to be circumferentially severed below the
H* distance (or near severance at the time of inspection), it would appear appropriate to
assume every active tube is severed at the H* distance. Discuss this discrepancy.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

43.

A finite element model was used Indetermining tubesheet hole dilations. Discuss the basis
for the assumptions in this model, or compare the differences between this model and that
used for other plants with similar repair criteria which have been approved (e.g., Diablo
Canyon We criteria).
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

44.

Discuss whether the Ho distances In the TSs are based on a feedline break or an SLB. In
the TR, the acceptance criteria is more restrictive than a feedline break; however, the
transients are different. Discuss whether an analysis was performed to confirm that the
more conservative Inspection distance was determined.
Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
45.

With respect to the TSs, given that the test program was done on non-degraded tubing,
discuss why the TSs should not specify that any tube with detected degradation below the
expansion transition and within the H* distance should be plugged, including the technical
basis for assuming pull-out is not affected by tube degradation.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters L 7R-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.

46.

Discuss how the dynamic effects associated with steam generator blowdown during a SLB
or feedline break are modeled in the determination of the H* distance (e.g., are there
increased loads placed on the tubes as a result of the blowdown of the steam generator?).
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Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
47.

Discuss any test data supporting the magnitude of the pressure and temperature effects on
contact pressure. Because the corrections in the TR appear to be analytical rather than
experimental in nature, discuss whether mockup tests have been performed on specimens
at room temperature and at operating temperature (or at ambient and operating pressure),
and, if so, discuss whether the results of these tests support the contact forces for these
effects used in the analysis. If testing of hydraulically expanded tubes Is not available,
discuss whether tests from other types of expansions (e.g., WEXTEX, hardroll) are
applicable and the results of any testing on these specimens. The staff notes that
resistance to puff-out in the peripheral tubes appears to be controlled mainly by the effects
of pressures and temperature rather than by hydraulic expansion.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters L TR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

48.

The first 10 rows of the Callaway steam generator tubes were fabricated with thermally
treated Alloy 600 material and the rest were fabricated with mill-annealed Alloy 600
material. Discuss whether there is any difference in the pull-out capacity and leakage
resistance between the thermally treated Alloy 600 tubes and mill-annealed Alloy 600 tubes,
because it seems that the test specimens, leakage and pull-out calculations discussed in
the TR were based on mill-annealed Alloy 600 material properties only.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

49.

Discuss whether InTS 5.5.9, there should be a requirement that limits the application of the
proposed H* depths to the original steam generators, because this requirement is to assure
that the H*depths will not be inadvertently applied to future replacement steam generators,
such as a statement in the Bases for Surveillance Requirement 3.4.13.2.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The Callaway license change is requested to be placed on hold based on submittal of the
steam generator generic license change package. Callaway plans to submit a license
change package based on the industry developed language and final NRC acceptance of
generic technical specification changes.

50.

Discuss the need to modify the pull-out length to account for differences in the thermal
treatment process between the low row (less than row 10) and the high row tubes.
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Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
51.

In several places, references are made to documents for which no references are listed
(e.g., what is reference 9.21 cited in Section 7.1.2?). This needs to be clarified in the TR.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

52.

Tube flaws may remain In service at the end of the next operating cycle for the following
reasons: (a) they were knowingly left in service at the beginning of cycle (since they were
below the H* distance and sized with a qualified technique as being less than 40 percent
through-wall), (b) a region of the tubesheet area was not inspected with a qualified probe so
indications were not detected at the beginning of cycle (e.g., below the H* distance
circumferential flaws would not be detected), (c) they Initiated during the cycle, and (d)they
were missed during the inspection and continued to grow. The methodology for predicting
leakage from flaws In the tubesheet area was provided in the TR, based in part on the
computer code DENTFLO. Describe the methodology to be used to determine the number,
severity, and location (depth within the tubesheet) of flaws for purposes of determining the
amount of leakage (using the DENTFLO code) during postulated accident conditions,
including the following information for flaws that are found, In the steam generators, to
extend below the bottom of the expansion transition:
a.

the outage in which the flaw was found,

b.

the orientation of the flaw (axial and circumferential Indications),

c.

the location of the indication with respect to the bottom of the expansion transition
and the top of the tubesheet,

d.

the size of the flaw to include the method of sizing (by plus-point, bobbin, or RPC),
length (axial and/or circumferential), depth, and percent degraded area (for the
circumferential indications), and

e.

the H* zone (A, B, C, or D) where the flaw is located.

Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
See the attached list of indications found in the Callaway steam generators. All indications
are referenced from the top of the tubesheet.
53.

Based on the discussion of "turbo mix" in the telecon held on October 19,2002, with Union
Electric staff, explain the use of the "turbo mix" with the bobbin coil indications in (1)the
bobbin coil inspection of the steam generator tubes in the then current refueling outage, and
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(2) determining indications of circumferential cracks previously found by use of the pancake
coil in the tube inspections in the same outage.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
Response:
Part 1:
A bobbin coil consists of two circumferentially wound coils (primary and secondary),
separated axially on the probe. Bobbin coil data Is obtained at four separate frequencies
(630, 320, 160, and 30 KHz for Callaway) by the primary coil. Data at each frequency Is
obtained on two channels, one "absolute', the other differentialt providing eight total
channels of data. The absolute channel is the primary coil data compared to a reference
coil located In a perfect sample of tubing (reference standard). The differential channel
is the primary coil data compared to the secondary coil. The eight channels of data are
used in various ways to determine the condition of the tube wall.
The lower the frequency, the greater radial distance the coil can see. Fr example, the
30 KI-z is used to look loutside the tube for sludge and foreign objects. A typical mix
used in eddy current analysis consists of two frequencies. For example, a high
frequency (630 KHz) is typically mixed with a lower frequency (160 KHz), whose signal
is then "subtracted" from the first. This eliminates the effect of the support plate and
allows the tube located within that support plate to be analyzed without the interference
of the support plate signal
A turbo mix is a mix of more than two frequencies. It was developedJointly several
years ago by Framatome (actually Conam or Rockridge at the time) and Zetec. It is
another tool used by analysts. It is not a particularly reliable method of analyzing data,
but can sometimes be used to find a potential flaw that is not apparent using other
bobbin coil analysis techniques. The problem with the bobbin coil is not how to analyze
the data, it is the limited amount of data it can obtain. At best, a bobbin coil is capable of
flagging a potential [cracklike]indication t is not capable of providing any useful data
about that indication. It is, however, an excellent tool for finding and sizing volumetric
flaws such as wear.
Steam generator eddy current inspections are governed by the EPRI PWR Examination
Guidelines, and must be performed by techniques qualified in accordance with the
guidelines. Appendix H governs the qualification of techniques. At Callaway, the site
specific Examination Technique Specification Sheet (ETSS) used for the bobbin coil
examination meets the requirements of EPRI ETSS' 96001.1, 96004.3, 96005.2,
96007.1 and 96008.1. This ensures our bobbin coil inspection meets all the
requirements of the guidelines.
During Refuel 12, the bobbin ETSS at Callaway required the use of the four absolute
and differential channels as described above, plus four mixes to be used as further
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analysis tools. These mixes were designated as channels P1 - P4. PI, P2, and P4
were standard two-frequency mixes used primarily to suppress the support plate signal.
The fourth mix, P3, was a 3-channel mix (turbo) used to suppress the support plate and
also to suppress the tubesheet signal In the hot and cold leg tubesheets. Instructions on
the ETSS directed the analysts to scroll each tube (through the hot and cold leg
tubesheets) with P1 and P3. Therefore, all the tubes were scanned with the turbo mix
through the tubesheet.
Part 2
Scanning of the tubesheet region with the turbo mix (and P1) yielded no ndications
requiring further attention. After the rotating probe examination, the lead Level il analyst
and Independent Level lIl reviewed the bobbin data for the deep tubesheet Indications.
According to lead Level Ill, they were able to see the large circumferential Indication n
'C' steam generator after the fact (even going back to previous outage data). However,
the signal was so Insignificant that an analyst would not (and, of course, had not)
identified it as a potential defect on initial review. It was only with knowledge (from RPC)
that the flaw existed that allowed the analysts to recognize it for what It was. Most of the
other defects had no signal at all on the bobbin data. Callaway does not employ this as
a normal analysis technique because the RPC techniques are the T qualified techniques
for use in the tubesheet and expansion transition.
54.

In a telecon on November 19, 2002, the licensee discussed several circumferential tube
flaws that were detected in the tubesheet region of the Callaway steam generators during
the Fall 2002 inspection. Provide the bobbin coil and rotating probe Inspection data for the
following tubes in the associated Callaway steam generators:
SG A-R25C71; SG C-R18C77; SC C-R21C101; SC C-R29C69; and SG D-R42C57.
Include with this data the appropriate calibration runs, a drawing of the standards, and
the setups from the various calibration groups. Also provide a copy of the eddy current data
analysis guidelines.
Response:
The requested information is included.

55.

On page 12 of the Westinghouse report, RPC Inspection Lengths for Tube-To-Tubesheet
Joints In the Callaway Steam Generators,* SG-SGDA-02-47, the licensee indicated that the
in-situ pressure test included a 360 degree, through-wall circumferential indication. The
licensee stated that the circumferential indication did not leak under the SLB condition
during the in-situ pressure test. The indication may not have leaked because (a) it was not
as severe as eddy current data indicated, (b) the in-situ pressure test may be limited In Its
ability to provide results representative of an SLB, and/or (c) it does not represent the
worst-case scenario. The staff notes that if a full- length tube pressure testis performed at
a pressure of three times the normal operating pressure, it may result in simulating three
times the axial loads; however, It also increases the interface pressure between the tube
and the tubesheet as a result of pressure by 3 times. In addition, the in-situ pressure test
does not include the effect of tubesheet bow. Ideally, the test should result in the more
limiting of the following conditions: (a) mparting 3 times the axial loads on the tube at
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normal operating pressure and temperature with a hole dilation consistent with that
observed during normal operation; or (b)imparting 1.4 times the axial loads on the tube at
SLB differential pressures and temperature with a hole dilation consistent with that observed
during an SLB.
a.

Discuss whether the appropriate end-cap loads and contact loads between the tube
and the tubesheet. as a result of pressure, are simulated during the test (i.e., if the
interface pressure due to the tube's internal pressure Is Increased by a factor of
three during the test, it would not appear that the test is providing useful
information).

Response part a:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
b.

Provide a description of the test apparatus (including whether it was a partial or full
length tube test; if a partial test, address the location of the sealing bladders with
respect to the top of the tubesheet).

Response part b.
The In-situ pressure tests performed at Calla way in the most recent Refueling (12) were full
length tube pressure tests. A constant high volume pump with a capacity of 4.5 gpm was
used with digital flow meters capable of measuring 0.001 to 4.5 gpm at main steam line
break conditions. A sealing probe was Inserted into each end of the tubes to be tested
below the flaw on the hot leg side of the steam generator channelhead. The system is
capable of achieving 7000 psi.
c.

Provide an analysis demonstrating the in-situ test conditions bound the conditions
observed during normal operation and an SLB as a result of tubesheet bow.

Response part c.
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and L TR-SGDA-03-130.
d.

Discuss whether the in-situ testing performed at Callaway can be used to assess the
structural and leakage integrity of tubes with flaws in the tubesheet region. If the insitu test does not provide information regarding the integrity of the indications in the
tubesheet region, discuss the implications of these results.

Response part d.
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
56.

The licensee investigated the location of the bottom of the expansion transition in relation to
the top of the tubesheet. The licensee included a value of 0.30-inch in the H* distances
based on an understanding of the expansion method and a review of data from other units.
Based on an assessment of the eddy current data at Callaway, provide the maximum
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distance that the bottom of any of the expansion transitions is from the top of the tubesheet.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
The following is provided for additional clarifcation:
Callaway did not perform an eddy current review to determine the bottom of the expansion
transition. Callaway did add 0.3 nches to each H* calculated distance to account for
variation In the top-of-tubesheet to bottom of expansion transition distances. Another 0.25
Inches was added to the calculated H* distances to account for axial encoder uncertainty In
determining the top of the tubesheet. Therefore, a total of 0.55 inches was added to the
inspection distance. Additional margin was added byperforming Inspections in accordance
with the chart below.
Zone

Calculated H*

A
B
C
D

3.46 inches
5.91 inches
7.45 inches
7.99 inches

_

Inspection Depth

5 Inches
7 Inches
9 inches
9 inches

|

Margin

1.54 inches
1.09 inches
1.55 Inches
1.01 inches

The primary eddy current vendor performed mockup testing of the RPC inspection to
deternmine axial encoder uncertainty. The maximum error determined in mockup testing was
0.08 inches.
57.

In evaluating the potential for leakage from reactor vessel head penetrations which have an
interference fit (similar to the steam generator tubes), the industry's Materials Reliability
Program (MRP-75) analyses Include the fact that a leak into the annulus region between the
nozzle and the head results in application of pressure on the outside of the nozzle and
inside of the hole in the vessel head. This change in boundary condition from the asdesigned configuration Increases the pressure dilation ofthe vessel head (pressure applied
to a larger diameter than the inside of the nozzle) and eliminates the pressure deflection of
the nozzle. The net effect of the leakage Into the gap is therefore to increase the gap
opening. Discuss whether the analyses performed in support of determining the pull-out
distance and the leakage from a steam generator tube account for this phenomena. If the
model doesn't account for this effect, please perform an analysis to determine the need to
account for this effect.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
58.
Provide the no-contact' length for each of the steam generator zones for both
normal operating and postulated accident conditions (including the factors of safetyfor both
conditions).
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Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
59.

On page 9 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, Westinghouse stated that Itmade
several modifications to the leakage analysis in the TR:
a.

It removed room temperature tests from the analysis data.

b.

It revised the crack opening area model to account for the fact that pressure acting
on the flanks of the cracks Is compressive relative to the material adjacent to the
crack plane. This reduced the crack opening area by 50 percent.

C.

The revised leakage analysis considered the tube material below the crack whereas
Inthe original analysis the tube material below the crack was not considered.

Provide a more detailed description of the revised model and its basis, including:
a.

A description of the testing program used to develop the loss coefficient. Provide
the data acquired and the data used in the correlation.

b.

A description of the testing program used to develop the flow through a crack.
Provide the data acquired and the data used in the correlations.

Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
60.

It was noted in the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, that all of the test specimens in
the test program exhibited leakage at both room and elevated temperature conditions with
higher leak rates being measured at room temperature. Although this general trend is
expected because of the lower contact pressures at room temperature, discuss whether the
magnitude of the differences in leak rates Is consistent with what would be expected given
the models used for accounting for the effects of temperature on contact pressure. If the
trends cannot be quantitatively explained, discuss the need to perform additional testing to
ensure there is a fundamental understanding of all key parameters.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

61.

If the loss coefficients are lower at lower temperatures and an SLB results in temperatures
less than 600 0F, discuss the need to obtain a loss coefficient corresponding to the
temperatures actually observed during an SLB. If no data is available from realistic SLB
temperatures, discuss the need to use the room temperature test data to ensure the
condition is bounded.
Response:
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Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
62.

On page 7 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, the licensee postulated a theory
regarding why the loss coefficient may increase with the initial introduction of primary water
into the crevice. Regarding this theory, please address the following:
a.

Discuss whether the corrosion products or the primary water In the crevice would
result in a loss of contact pressure above the joint and whether this effect was
considered in the analysis. For example, suppose corrosion of the tubesheet
resulted in the accumulation of corrosion products between the tube and the
tubesheet, would the corrosion products result in a loss of contact pressure (due to
a phenomenon such as denting)? In addition, suppose a tube was leaking from a
crack Inthe tubesheet region, discuss the potential for loss of contact pressure as a
result of the leakage. Provide the technical basis for the answers.

b.

During the leak rate testing program as discussed In Westinghouse report,
SG-SGDA-02-47, it was noted that when repeat tests were performed on a
specimen at elevated temperature, there was an increase in the loss coefficient
(with few excepItions). Please describe these exceptions and assess the key
parameters that may explain why these exceptions occur (e.g., specimens with
lower contact pressures, more severe flaws, random, etc.). Given the results of this
analysis, discuss whether similar conditions occur in the field.

c.

Discuss the extent to which the same phenomenon (increase in loss coefficient as a
result of leakage) would occur Inthe field given that the water chemistry in the plant
is different than the pressurizing medium used during the tests. Also discuss the
handling of the specimens between these tests. Discuss whether the loss
coefficient is Increasing with time simply as a result of different environments and
handling (the lab specimens are probably exposed to much more oxygen than would
be present in a steam generator during operation).

d.

Given that the tubesheet collar used in the test is a different material than that used
in the field and was primarily selected to simulate the rigidity of the tubesheet,
discuss whether different results may be obtained If the actual tubesheet material
was used.

Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
63.

On page 8 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, Westinghouse stated that the leak
rate can be measured by the pressure drop during the in-situ pressure test and that if there
is no detected drop in the pressure during a hold period, there has been zero leakage.
Westinghouse also stated that the in-situ testing equipment is capable of measuring leak
rates as small as 0.001 gpm.
a.

The staff understands that the holding period for the maximum pressure is usually
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two minutes. If the holding period is extended to a longer period of time such as the
duration of a steam line break event, the tube may leak because the crack opening
area may enlarge. Discuss the potential for the tube to leak when the holding period
is extended.
Response part a:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
b.

Describe how the leak rate was measured in the in-situ pressure tests.

Response part b:
The leak rate was measured with a digital flow meter. The system is closed and is
compnsed of a positive displacement pump. The system Is pressurized and is operated
undera static head. Any displacementofwateris detectedbythe flow meters and output to
a digital display and acquisition system.
c.

Assuming the in-situ test can simulate the conditions of an SLB, please provide the
basis for the statement that the in-situ testing equipment Is capable of measuring
leak rates as small as 0.001 gpm.

Response part c:
See the attached calibration sheet for the low flow meter. The meter calibration sheets
shows a capability of measuring 0.0007 gpm.
d.

With respect to the statement that the detection capability is improved if pressure is
monitored, discuss the sensitivity of this technique for the standard hold times used
during in-situ tests. Provide the basis for this answer.

Response part d:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
64.

The licensee indicated that the flaws in the tubesheet may grow deeper without getting
appreciably longer. The basis for this conclusion is not obvious. It may simply mean that
the stresses at the deepest part of the flaw were the highest with somewhat lower stresses
elsewhere. The profile could indicate a deep section with a shallower extent around the
remaining portion of the circumference (below the detection threshold). If this were the
case, all flaws could eventually grow to be 360 degrees in circumferential extent and 100
percent through-wall. Discuss the need to obtain field data to confirm the expectation.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

65.

Regarding Figure 14 in the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, and the determination of
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the distribution of Indications below the inspected region, it is not apparent that the
methodology presented supports the conclusion that the distribution of indications below the
H distance is uniform, for the following reasons:
a.

If one were just interested in the most severe indications, Itwould appear that only
the data from 3" to the H* distance should be Included in the Figure since the first 3
inches of the tube were inspected during prior outages (since circumferential
Indications In the first 3-inches had been removed from the population during past
inspections).

b.

Given that eventually all indications below the H*distance will become severe since
they will not be detected nor repaired, Itwould seem appropriate that all Indications
should be assessed (i.e., not just the most severe).

c.

Given that each zone Is potentially inspected to a different distance, Itwould appear
appropriate to evaluate whether there is differences between the various zones.

Provide a list of all indications, the outage in which they were detected, their severity
(circumferential extent, average depth, maximum depth, percent degraded area), their
elevation with respect to the top of the tubesheet (e.g., TSH-2.5 Inches), and the zone In
which they were found.
Replot Figure 14 based on all indications (regardless of severity, zone, or outage in which
they were detected) and also with all indications in specific zones to assess whether the
uniform distribution assumption still holds.
Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
For a list of indications found, see Question 52.
66.

Regarding the theory that the flaws are a result of local expansions of the tube material into
manufacturing depressions within the drilled holes in the tubesheet:
a.

Discuss the basis for this theory.

b.

Are these manufacturing depressions evident from bobbin coil or rotating pancake
coil inspections?

c.

Discuss whether the flaws observed were contained within the area "bounded by
the depression in all cases.

d.

Discuss why flaws have not been observed in Zone A given the postulated cause of
cracking (presumably the frequency of these manufacturing depressions would be
the same from one zone to the next).
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Given these observations, discuss the need to modify the leakage assessment for
Refueling 12 and subsequent outages to address cracks that may be occurring In
Zone A and other zones.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
Response part e:
The SG leakage calculation included in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1projected the number of
indications In the tubesheet RPC inspection region in an SGs (in each zone) and
determined the expected primary to secondary leakage to be approximately 0.44 gpm.
Calculated leakage for Refuel 12 did incorporate postulated tubesheet indications below
the H* distance. The leakage was based on Revision 0 of the WCAP. The total
postulated leakage due to the WCAP revision is still under the I gpm requirement.
Therefore, there is no need to revise the prediction.
67.

To evaluate the leakage through a 360 degree circumferential extent, 100 percent throughwall circumferential flaw, the maximum crack opening area was determined from an analysis
which considers either (a) the primary pressure acting on the crack flanks with a tube
material acting as a spring to resist parting of the crack faces, or (b)from extrapolating the
areas obtained from analyzing a series of circumferential cracks up to about 270 degree in
circumferential extent. Please provide a more detailed description of how this was done, its
basis, and any data supporting the predictions from this model.

Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
68.

With respect to the assumption in the leakage model that the leak rate from a
circumferential crack is the same as the leak rate from an axial crack if the crack opening
areas of the two cracks are identical, the staff agrees to a first approximation that this is true
when the ratio of wall thickness to crack opening displacement is not large (e.g., ratio <10).
However, when this ratio is large, it is not clear whether this assumption would hold true. As
a result, discuss the need to account for differences in leak rates when the wall thickness to
crack opening displacement is large. Discuss whether the leakage model considered cases
when the wall thickness to crack opening displacement is large (e.g., ratio > 10).
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

69.

The staff notes that there are uncertainties associated with many aspects of the leakage
evaluation. There are uncertainties in the number of flaws, the locations of the flaws, the
size of the flaws and whether they grow in circumferential extent, the loss coefficient, and
the constraining effect the tubesheet has on crack opening. Given the uncertainties in the
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evaluation, a leakage model similar to that developed for NRC Generic Letter
95-05, "Voltage-Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes Affected
by Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking," should be considered to ensure the
leakage estimates provided by the model represents a 95 hpercentile value at a 95 percent
confidence when accounting for all of the uncertainties. Discuss how uncertainties are
treated in the leakage model.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
70.

The leak rates for various crack sizes are plotted in Figure 19 in the Westinghouse report,
SG-SGDA-02-47. This figure represents the leak rate for indications at the boundary
between Zones B and C. It would seem that similar data would need to be developed for all
Zones unless there is no potential for circumferential cracks in those other zones such as
Zones A and D.
Response:

Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
71.

The staff understands that tube Inspections are frequently performed beyond the specified
inspection extent (e.g., three inches). Without understanding more details of what
indications were found, where they were found, and when they were found, the staff is
unable to draw any conclusions regarding whether a conservative prediction of the number
of flaws that could be present belowthe H* distance is being determined. Please clarify the
data in Tables 1, 2, and 3 in the Westinghouse report
SG-SGDA-02-47. Also, the information InTables 1, 2, and 3 do not appear to match
the description in the text. For example, the text indicated that the number of
indications found for all of the steam generators was 46, but the corresponding table entry
(based on staffs interpretation) Indicates the number is 52.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.

72.

The Callaway inspection results have shown that circumferential and axial cracks may
develop within the H*distance during an operating cycle. At the time of plant startup, there
will be no detected degradation within the H* distance. During the course of the cycle, a
flaw could initiate within the H* distance of this tube. This flaw may affect the pull-out
resistance of the joint. In addition, there is a potential that 360 degree, 100 percent
through-wall flaws at or below the H* distance may occur.
a.

Discuss the need to expand the inspection distance of the rotating pancake coil
probe to account for the initiation/growth of flaws within the H* distance during the
course of the cycle.

b.

Provide data supporting the ability to assess the impact of degradation within the
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H* distance on the pull-out resistance of the joint.
Response:
Refer to Westinghouse letters LTR-SGDA-03-129 and LTR-SGDA-03-130.
For additional clarification
The Westinghouse letters state that only one axial indication exists -0.3 Inches below
the top of the tubesheet, however, a review of the historical indications reveal that two
axial Indications have been identified.
The impact of the presence of an additional axial indication In tube R47 C61 at an
elevation of -0.81 inches from the top of the tubesheet in SG A during RF10 on the
projected SLB leakage calculated in WCAP-15932, Rev. I of 0.44 gpm is addressed
below.
The SLB leakage model considers both the effect of the depth in the tubesheet and the
radial location from the center of the tubesheet in calculating postulated SLB leakage.
The total projected number of circumferential indications at the end of the next cycle of
operation have been grouped by elevation and by distribution of severe Indication crack
angles in order to calculate SLB leakage.
Therefore, a conservative prediction of the potential total leak rate for the Callaway
steam generators has been made assuming:
1. All of the indications are in one SG
2. The distribution of indications in H* are representative of each respective depth in the
tubesheet
3. The distribution of crack angles for all indications at each elevation interval are
consistent with the distribution of severe indication total angles.
4. All of the indications are through-wall at their respective depths.
5. All of the indications leak.
The presence of an additional axial Indication in tube R47 C61 at an elevation of -0. 81
inches from the top of the tubesheet in SG A during RF10 does not adversely impact the
SLB leakage projection provided in WCAP-15932, Rev. I as no axial indications are
considered In the calculation of SLB leakage. This is the case as only two axial
indications have been dentified below -0.3 inches from the top of the tubesheet in the
Callaway SGs. The SLB leakage calculation is conservative and remains a bounding
calculation.
73.

On page 13 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, it states that, " ...the stress from
the pressure on the flanks is 0.214 of the stress that would result from an end cap pressure
load for the same pressure..." Provide the technical basis for the 0.214.
Response:
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S1. Ellenberger
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Our ref LTR-SGDA-03-130

From: Steam Generator Design and Analysis
EA 724-722-5584
Faxc

724-722-5909

Subject: Transmittal of Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length RPC Inspection of the Tubesheet
Region of the Callaway Plant Steam Generators to AmerenUE Callaway (Class 3 Docuent)
Please find attached for transmittal to AmerenUE responses to NRC requests for additional information
(RAs) related to the justification of partial-length rotating pancake coil (RPC) inspection of the tubesheet
region of the Callaway steam generators (SGs). Several discussions have been held between AmerenUE
and the NRC staff personnel during the dme period between mid-October 2002 and the present aimed at
resolving technical concerns for the RPC inspection lengths proposed for the tube-to-tubesheet joints in the
Callaway SGs. These discussions have revolved around a senes of 73 questions posed by the NRC staff to
AmeenUE. The RAls concentrate on seeking additional information regarding the implementation of the
inspection scope increases, information regarding the testing and analyses performed to determine the
suctural capability of a hydraulic expansion joint, and information regarding the testing and analyses
performed to asoertain the leak resistance of a joint during both normal and postulated accident conditions
related to the proposed partial length RPC inspection.
ere any questions or comments, contact G.Whiteman or LNelson.

,A(Aizz2

WliTEMIAN
/G.W.
Steam Generator Design and Analysis
41f
4vV. SRINIVAS
Steam Generator Design and Analysis

4:4

R.F. KEATING
Consulting Engineer, Major Component
Replacements & Engrg
L.A. NELSON
Steam Generator Design and Analysis

WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3
5/30/03
Request for Additional Information
Callaway Steam Generator Tube Inspection Amendment Request
The information requested is on the licensee's application dated October 3,2002. Questions 1 to
5 are on the Callaway Technical Specifications, and Questions 6 to 73 are on the
WestinghouseWCAP-15932-P, Rev. 0, " Improved Justification of Partial-Length RPC
Inspection of Tube Joints of Model F Steam Generators of Ameren-UE Callaway Plant," dated
September 2002 which was submitted with the application.
Ouestions on the Technical Specifications (TSs):
1. Discuss if the TSs should also specify that the H* depth inspection is applicableto hot eg
tubes only so as to be consistentwith the technicalbasis in the Westinghouse report, WCAP15932-P, "ImprovedJustificationofPartial-LengthRPC Inspection of Tube Joints of Model F
Steam Generatorsof Ameren-UE Callaway Plant. The proposedTS wording implies that the
H* depths can be appliedto the cold leg tubes also.
Ameren-UE to provide response.
2. Provide the following: (1) confirm that theprimary-to-secondaryleakage in the Callaway
TSs is 150 gallons per day (gpd) per steam generator, and(2) describethe currentplant
administrativeproceduresregardingoperatoractionswhen steam generatortube leakage
occurs.
Ameren-UE to provide response.
3. The proposedphraseto be added to TS 5.5.9.d. 1.h, "Tube Inspection, "states that the tube
inspection includes "inspectionwith rotatingpancake coil (or equivalentfrom the tube
expansion transitionat the top of the tubesheet to the H* depth as specified in YS Table 5.5.9-4."
Discuss what is the startingpoint (or referencepoint) ofthe H* depth measurement, including
the following:
A. WCAP-15932-P mentioned that the startingpointfor the H* depth is the top of tubesheet
whereas the proposedTS wording implies that the startingpoint is the expansion transition.If
the top ofthe tubesheet is the startingpoint then considerationshould be made in the TS wording
for cases where the expansion transition is locatedabove the top of tubesheet. If the starting
point is the expansionjointpoint, then the TS requirementis not consistentwith WCAP-15932.
If the startingisfrom the expansionjoint, then is the H* depth measuredfrom the top of the
expansion transitionjoint orfrom the bottom of the expansion transitionjoint? The starting
point of the H* depth should be clarfied
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Ameren-UE to provide response.
B. In general, when inspectingthe top of tubesheet, licensees also inspect the tube above the top
oftubesheet (eg., 3 inches above the top of the tubesheet). How many inches above the top of
the tubesheet is proposedto be inspected?
Ameren-UE to provide response.
4. Address whether there shouldbe a 1S requirementforfutureinspection ofH* tubes,
including if each H* tube must be inspected during each steam generatortube inspection to
assurethat there are no indicationsin the H* distance.
Ameren-UE to provide response.
5. The proposedYS wordingdescribesthe H* inspection distance andprobe;however, the TS
has no requirementstating that any indicationfound within the H* distance must be repairedor
plugged (ie., plug on detection), andany indicationfound below the H* distance in the tube in
the tubesheet may be remain in service. Discuss this issue.
Ameren-UE to provide response.
Ouestions Regarding Westinghouse Report WCAP-15932-P:
6. Page2-2 ofthe report. One of the assumptionsforthe H* criterion is that tube cracking
within the tubesheet is primarywater stress corrosioncracking (PWSCC). This implies that the
H* criterionwill not be applicableto tubes with other degradationmechanisms such as outside
diameterstress corrosioncracking (ODSCC). If this is the correctinterpretation,then
TS 5.5.9.h needs to limit the H* criterionto P WSCC only.
Response: The assumption of PWSCC is made because ODSCC would not be an expected
damage mechanism below the expansion. However, the criterion applies to degradation
irrespective of the surface of origin.
7. On page 2-2 one of the assumptionsstates that bobbin coil eddy currenttesting (EC) is
capable ofdetecting circumferentialcrack and deep axial indicationswithin the tubesheet. It is
not clearin the reportthat the bobbin coil is qualifiedfor these indications. Describethe
qualificationof the bobbin coilfor these types of indications.
Response: All indications identified by bobbin probe below the H* distance in the Callaway
SGs will be further investigated by RPC in order to characterize them and separate them from
potential false positives (e.g. expansion anomalies). All positive indications will be removed
from service below the H* distance.
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Westinghouse has evaluated the reliability of bobbin probe detection for conditions at the limit of
acceptance with respect to structural integrity of the tubes. [

Paac4e

The evaluations were conducted using [

alce

8. On Page 2-1 it is statedthat any indicationin the tube region below the H* distance in the
tubesheet may remain in service. It is not clear whether a severe degradedindication(e.g.,
100% through wall crack) may remain in service even if the indication is located below the H*
distance. Address the dispositionstrategyforthe through wall indicationsbelow the H*
distance.
Response: It is assumed that the reference to indications below the H* depth is with regard to
Figure 2-1 on Page 2-3 rather than the discussion on Page 2-1. As noted in response to 7 above,
all indications identified by bobbin probe below the H* distances will be further investigated by
RPC in order to characterize them and separate them from potential false positives (e.g.
expansion anomalies).
9. On page 3-1, 4 'hparagraph,it is stated that maximum practicalprimary-to-secondary
leakage during normaloperation is 75 gallonsper day (gpd). On page 3-4, it is stated that the
plant will be shut down when the leak rate is above 75 gpd. Discuss if the 75 gpd leakage limit is
an analyticalcondition of the H* depth criterion, andwhether the 75 gpdleakage limit should be
includedin the proposedTS requirementforthe H* criterion.
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Response: No the 75 gpd leakage limit is not an analytical condition of the H* criterion. For
normal operation, the plant will operate as long as the leak rate stays within the technical
specification allowable leakage limit of 150 gpd and within the administrative guidelines of the
EPRI report on PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leakage Guidelines.
The bellwether approach for limiting primary-to-secondary accident condition leakage based on
monitoring NOP leakage has been determined not to be necessary in support of the future
operation of Callaway Unit 1 with potential cracking occurring below the H* distances in the SG
tubesheet. Based on plant operating experience and laboratory test results discussed in Section
6.0 of WCAP-1 5932, Rev. 1 significant leakage is not anticipated during normal operating or
accident conditions. For the distribution of indications anticipated at the end of the next
operating cycle of Callaway, leakage during a postulated SLB event is calculated to be less than
0.44 gpm.
10. On page 3-3, 5thparagraph,it is stated that +point, Vpp > 3 volt, would be used within the
tubesheet and below the RPC inspection depth. Address the following
Response: The WCAP-15932 has been revised and this discussion no longer appears on page
3-3. However, a response is provided anyhow to clarify the type of eddy current inspection that
will occur below the H* distances within the tubesheet.
A.

Why the peak-to-peak voltage is specifed to be greaterthan 3 volts for the +pointprobe.

Response: The intent of the paragraph is with regard to the likelihood for bobbin detection of
large axial flaws. A +Point amplitude 3 Vpp corresponds to the response for a flaw that should
be detectable by the bobbin. This is further clarified by the response to the next query.
B. It is the staffs understandingthat within the H* depth, the RPC (ie., +point) would be used
and below the H* depth, a bobbin coil would be used; however, the statement in the 5 h
paragraphimplies that a +pointwould be used below the H* depth, not the bobbin coil. Explain
the discrepancy.
Response:
The bobbin probe will be used below the H* inspection depth to identify potential sites of severe
degradation, i.e., very deep axial indications. These sites would be interrogated using RPC in
order to characterize the indication.
See the response to Question 7 which addresses bobbin probe detection capability for the
tubesheet region of the steam generators.
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11. Page 3-3, 6h paragraph.It is stated that all of the tubes in the 50 percentprogram of the
openedsteam generatorswould be inspected to the H* depth. Describethe "50percent
program." It is not clearto the staff whether the inspectionstrategy is consistent with the
inspection strategy on Page 3-3 in WCAP-15932-P. Clarify anddescribethe inspection strategy.
Response: The WCAP has been revised and this discussion no longer appears on page 3-3.
Ameren-UE to provide a response to further clarify and describe the inspection strategy after
implementation of the RPC inspection lengths.
12. On page 3-5, 4 * paragraph,it is stated thatthe H* values do not contain any marginfor
non-destructiveexamination (NDE) uncertaintyin elevation of the crackfeatures. Regulatory
Guide 1.121 recommends measurement uncertainties(i.e., measurement errorandanalyst
variability)in the eddy currentinspections. Providejustificationfornot includingmeasurement
uncertainties.
Response: The resultant H* depths will include margins for measurement error in elevation of
the crack features (See Section 3.2.1 of the WCAP). A value for the measurement error is not
identified in the WCAP. However, an uncertainty of 0.1 inch has been conservatively defined by
AmerenUE. RG 1.121 discusses analyst measurement error and technique uncertainty for
localized throughwall degradation due to wastage, not measurement error associated with
determining crack elevation.
13. On page 3-5, 5'*paragraph,it is stated that the H* values aregroupedinfour zones based
on the tubesheet upwardbending during normal operationand duringthe limiting accident
condition. [A] It is not clear if the zone was calculatedbasedon the limiting conditions and[B]
if the radiifor each zone include any statistical/calculationalerrors. Address these issues.
Response: The WCAP has been revised and this discussion no longer appears on page 3-5.
Part A Revised Response 11/13/02:
The H* distances are defined by the lengths of hydraulic expansion that are necessary to preclude
tube pull out from end cap loads resulting from a pressure differential of 3 times normal
operating pressure differential across the tubesheet.
Part B Response:
The zone boundaries were drawn per the tubesheet "map" and were conservatively drawn such
that a particular tube was within the longer-H* zone if any part of it was. The location of Zones
A, B, C, and D are a deterministic result. There is no statistical/calculation error to address.
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14. Regardingpage 5-1, provide thefollowing: (1) how many test tubes were assembled in the
leak testprogram,and (2) how many tests wereperformedat room temperature, normal
operatingtemperature, or accidentevent temperature?
(Note: Even though this question was not on the list ofRAIs we discussedduringthe 10/22/02
telecon with the NRC needed additionalwork, a couple of lines were addedhere.)
W Response:
A total of [

The lower bound leakage resistance distribution for the collars with the nominal tubesheet hole
diameter was used in the present leakage evaluation. This lower bound leakage resistance was
made using data for the test conditions shown in the table below.
a&cne

*

4.

4

4

4

-I

I

4.

4.

4.

4

4

1000 psi pressure differential equates to 790 psi contact pressure.
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15. Onpage 6-1 it is stated that the tubesheet constrainsthe crack opening areaand that the
constrainingeffectfor axial cracks is taken into account in the leakage calculationby using an
effective crack length that is less than the actual length However, duringan accident, the
tubesheet bows andthe tubesheet bore expands andthe expansion of the tubesheet bore would
reduce the constrainteffect. Address how the tubesheet bore expansion was taken into
considerationin the leakage or tubepull-out calculations, including the impact of the bore
expansion on the leak rate andpull outforce (e.g., the percentageof the leak rate orpull out
force caused by the bore expansion).
Response: The effect of tubesheet bore expansion on the leakage during accident conditions was
taken into account by calculating the effect of the tube hole expansion on the tube-to-tubesheet
contact pressure. As described in Section 7.0 of WCAP 15932-P, detailed calculations were
performed using a finite element model to determine the tubesheet hole dilations from thermal
expansions of the tube and the tubesheet and by the deflections resulting from the primary-tosecondary pressure differential. The results also provided the tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure
distribution from the top to bottom of the tubesheet used for tube pull-out calculations.
The results of the prior tests to measure the constraining effect ofthe tubesheet on leakage from
axial cracks provided a correlation for the effective (free span) crack length as a function of the
tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure. The contact pressure distribution for the Callaway-specific
normal operating and accident conditions was used to determine the effective crack length
utilized in leakage calculations. The lowest contact pressure along the crack length, which occurs
at the upper tip for an axial crack, was used to determine the effective crack length.
W Later comment (10/24/02):
The tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure strongly affects the leak resistances of the crack and the
tubesheet crevice above the crack. The results of leakage tests described in Section 5.0 of
WCAP 15932-P provided a correlation for the tubesheet crevice resistance as a function of the
contact pressure.
The DENTFLO code was used to calculate the leakage from a crack below the H* distance
taking into account the flow resistances of both the crack and the tubesheet crevice above it. The
tubesheet crevice leakage model in DENTFLO is benchmarked against the leakage tests
described in Section 5.0 of WCAP-15932-P. For crack leakage, DENTFLO uses the model
developed for the CRACKFLO code that is very similar to other industry codes like PICEP. The
CRACKFLO model is valid for a free span axial crack and is benchmarked against test data. The
leakage from a crack within the tubesheet is expected to be significantly less than that of a free
span crack of the same length due to the tubesheet constraining effects. The effect of tubesheet
constraint on the crack flow resistance for axial and circumferential cracks was determined as
follows:
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Axial Cracks
The constraining effects of the tubesheet on leakage from axial cracks were taken into account by
using an effective crack length that is less than the actual length in a free span crack leakage
model. Results of tests conducted in support of the W* program provided a correlation for the
effective (free span) crack length as a function of the tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure. The
effective crack length varies with depth from the top of the tubesheet and radial location of the
tube within the tubesheet. The contact pressure distribution for the Callaway-specific normal
operating and accident conditions was used to determine the effective crack length utilized in
leakage calculations. The lowest contact pressure along the crack length, which occurs at the
upper tip for an axial crack, was used to determine the effective crack length.
Circumferential Cracks
The equations for the opening area of a circumferential crack presented in the standard
handbooks like EPRI Ductile Fracture Handbook do not account for the restriction on out-ofplane bending and other constraints such as guiding the tube within tubesheet. Also, below the
H* distance there is no axial stress due to the end cap load on the tube. Therefore, the equations
in the EPRI handbook were modified to remove the contribution of the axial stress and tube
bending on the crack opening area. With the crack opening area known, the leakage from a
circumferential crack in a given tube at a given depth from the top of tubesheet was determined
by looking at tabular data of leak rate vs. crack opening area for an axial crack at the same
location (same depth and radial location within the tubesheet) established using the DENTFLO
code.
16. Per Section 7.0, in its structuralanalysis, Westinghouse usedcarbon steel material
propertiesfor the tubesheet; however, there is a stainlesssteel (or nickel based alloy) cladding
on the top ofthe tubesheet. Address how the materialpropertiesof claddingwere considered in
the tubesheetstructuralanalysis, includingthe effect ofthe cladding, if any, on the H* depth and
on the leakage calculations.
Response: This question was resolved during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon
conducted on 10/17/02, there is no cladding on the top of the tubesheet.
17. Address how a leakage model with a throughwall circumferentialcrack having a 360 degree
extent below the H*depth in the tubesheet has been considered, includingwhat would be the
leak rate of such a crack Consideringthe worst scenarioleakagefrom H* tubes, address how
many tubes can be appliedwith the H* criterionwithout exceeding TSprimary-to-secondary
leakage limit.
Response: As noted in Section 6.2 of WCAP Report 15932, Rev. 1, an analysis procedure has
been developed for dealing with the occurrence of a 3600 throughwall crack. Prior discussions
were based on postulating that the tube material below the crack ceased to exist and only the
tube-to-tubesheet crevice resisted flow. In reality, the crack faces will part slightly and the crack
will provide a resistance to primary-to-secondary leakage. The leak rates predicted for 360°
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cracks at elevations of 8, 12 and 16 inches deep in the tubesheet are [
I&ete respectively during a postulated SLB accident. This translates into about 96, 271 or 465
throughwall and leaking 360°cracks at the 8, 12 and 16 inch elevation are necessary to achieve
leak rates of 1.0 gpm during a postulated SLB event. Nearly half of the cracks are about 125 in
azimuthal extent and the respective number needed to be throughwall and leaking would be 449,
1052, and 1095. The results for SG A show an expectation of about 77 cracks in the range of 7
to 16 inches below the top of the tubesheet and 43 in the range of 16 to 21 inches below the top
of the tubesheet.
Overall, it is unlikely that the combination of a large number of throughwall indications would be
capable of leaking in combination with the circumferential lengths necessary to provide
meaningful leakage would be present.
18. In the proposed Table 5.5.9-4, the H* depthfor inspection depth zone A is proposedto be
2.38 inches. This H* depth is smaller than the H* depth proposedforzonesB, C, andD, and
can be viewed as not as conservative in terms of tube structuralandleakage integrity. In
generalpractice, licensees inspect 3.0 to 6.0 inches below the top of tubesheet using the RPC.
Address the differences in the proposedH* depths by inspection depth zone, and include the
following:
The valuesfor H* distance have been revised to rangefrom 5.0 to 9 inchesfrom the top of the
tubesheet.
A. Describethe history of indicationsdetectedwithin 2.38 inches below the top of tubesheet at
Callaway.
Response: Callaway has experienced degradation within 2.38 inches below the top of the
tubesheet.
Response: To be developed by Callaway. Ancillary Information below.
Callaway has experienced degradation within 2.38 inches below the top of the tubesheet. The
response to RAI number 35 details the repeat of an analysis that establishes values of H* based
on directly meeting the normal operation performance criterion in addition to the accident
condition performance criterion. The result of the analysis is that the minimum H* depth was
determined to be 3.46 inches for Zone A. Callaway has chosen to inspect to a depth of at least 5.0
inches to comply with this value.
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B. Describe the structuraland leakage integrityof a tube with H* depth of2.38 inches.
Response:
(Note: The change from using accident conditions for the determination of H* based on end cap
loads corresponding to 3 times normal operating pressure differential conditions has been
incorporated in this response.)
a) Structural
As discussed in Section 7.2 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1, testing has been performed on full depth
hydraulic expansions of 11/16 diameter tubes [

IAt
Analyses were performed to determine the minimum axial length between the tube and
tubesheet, beginning at the TTS and extending down into the tubesheet, that is sufficient to resist
the pullout loads under bounding conditions. The minimum contact length for the NOP at a
radius of 58.3" from the bundle vertical centerline (Zone A) is 3.46 inch. This length, along with
pressure tightening, thermal tightening and addressing tubesheet bow considerations provides
resistance to tube pull out equal to the end cap load resulting from 3 times the normal operating
pressure differential across the tubesheet.
b) Leakage
The leakage potential of a tube with a throughwall crack below the H* distance is strongly
dependent on the magnitude of the tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure distribution near the top of
tubesheet. Because of the manner in which the tubesheet bows due to the primary-to-secondary
differential pressure, [

aIc.e

The leakage resistances of both the crack and the tubesheet crevice (axial interface length) above
the crack increase significantly with the contact pressure. The estimated leakage from a
throughwall crack located at 3.46 inches below the top of tubesheet in Zone A [
]ace
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19. Discuss the length(s) of the test tube inside the tubesheet collar in the mock-up tests,
including if the distance of2.38 inches was modeled in the test. Discuss whether the test tube
was severed at the 2.38 inch location inside the tubesheet, including, it should be pointedout,
that the WCAP reportdiscussed only perforatedlocations in the tube, not a severed tube.
I
Response: The response to RAI number 35 details the development of a revised minimum H*
value of 3.46 inches for Zone A. Therefore, the reference to 2.38 inches in the RAI is taken to
apply to the revised value of 3.46 inches. The response to RAI 35 also provides a detailed
discussion of the tests and tables of the test data. An expanded engagement length of 3.46 inches
was not specifically tested. The expansion lengths tested were [

Iace

20. In its review, the stafffinds that the description of the inspection depth zones A, B, C, andD
in proposedTable 5.5.9-4, by listingthe rangeof radiiof the zonefrom the verticalcenterline of
the tube sheet, is not as descriptive as Figure3-6 in WCAP-15932-P. Address whether the
WCAP Figure3-6 should be includedin the Callaway TSs (i.e., can the proprietaryinformation
in thefigure be omitted to allow it to be placedin the TSs).
Response: Callaway does not feel that it is appropriate or necessary to add Figure 3-6 to the TS.
The figure contains the same information that is contained in Table 5.5.9-4.
21. In the conference call on October 17, 2002, a Westinghouse representativestatedthat all
tubes, with indicationsin the H* distanceregion, would be pluggedas shown by Figure2-1 of
WCAP-15932 because the RPC would not be able to size the indications.However, a Callaway
representativestated that tubes, with some indicationsdetected in the H* distance, may not be
plugged and thus would remain in service in that tubeplugging would be basedon the TS 5.5.9
tube pluggingcriteria, of 40% through wall, because the RPC can size the indicationsin the H*
region. Address the discrepancybetween these statements.
Response: Any indication determined to be a crack will require the associated tube to be plugged
based on detection criteria. Any indication such as wear that can be sized with a level of
certainty will have the plugging criteria specified in TS 5.5.9.f applied to the affected tube.
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22. Question on Abstract:
A. Page vii, Abstract. Explain the engagementdistances of 0.30 inch and 1.4 inches with
respect to the P* distance.
W Response
The intent of including the P* analysis in the justification document was to demonstrate
qualitatively and quantitatively a "defense in depth" associated with the application of H*. P is
not included in the operating license by way of the Technical Specification.
The engagements referred to are with regard to the length of tube remaining within the tubesheet
if the tube were to become severed during operation. The P* distance is 3.0 inches, thus if there
were an upward movement of a severed tube of 2.7 inches the remaining engagement within the
tubesheet would be 0.3 inches.
B. Page vii, Abstract. It is stated that . P* is to show the acceptabilityof a tube separation
below the P* distancefor about 95% ofthe operatingtubes in the bundle... " Discuss whether
tube separationwould be acceptablein terms ofstructuralandleakage integrityfor the
remaining5% of the tubes in the bundle.
W Response
The intent of including the P* analysis in the justification document was to demonstrate
qualitatively and quantitatively a "defense in depth" associated with the application of H*. All of
the H* distances now exceed the P* distance. P* is not intended to be included in the operating
license by way of the Technical Specification.
P* is based on identifying features that would prevent a severed tube from exiting the top of the
tubesheet during normal or postulated accident conditions. Such features only exist for 95% of
the tubes in the bundle. The hypothetical separation of a tube may not be acceptable for the other
5% depending on the location of the tube in Zone A, B, C or D.
23. Questions on Section 10:
A. It is stated thatprimary water stress corrosioncracking (PWSCC) has been identified in the
region between the bottom ofthe hydraulicexpansion transitionand the 3 inch depth in the
Callaway steam generators. Provide historicaldataof tube indications(circumferentialand
axial)found in the tubesheet. Specify the maximum distancemeasuredfrom the top of the
tubesheet into the tubesheet that PWSCC indicationshave been detected
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Response: To be provided by AmerenUE.
B. Discuss the dispositionof an indication that is detected by a rotatingpancake coil (RPC)
probe that is not within the H* distance but is within the expansion transitionzone (e.g., above
the top of the tubesheet) or below the H* distance. Include in the discussion if the disposition
would be in terms of the requirementsspecified in TS 5.5.9.
Response: To be provided by AmerenUE. As noted in the responses to questions 5, 7 and 8
above, Callaway implements a plug based on detection criteria.
24. Questions on Section 2.0
A. Page2-1, 4hparagraph It is not clear why P* distance is not specifiedin the Callaway
Technical Specificationsas an inspection requirementbecause the P*distance is related to the
H* distance. It is stated in the topicalreport that ".. the initiationof inspectionto H* depths
also initiatethe use.ofP*..." Discuss if this recommendation will be adopted at Callaway, and
included in the Technical Specifications.
Response: The intent of including the P* analysis in the justification document was to
demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively a "defense in depth" associated with the application
of H*. P* is not included in the operating license by way of the Technical Specification. Also, it
is not related to H*. The intent was only to relate P* to a typical RPC inspection depth of 3
inches below the tubesheet top.
25. Questions on Section 5.0
A. Page 5-1, Section 5.1.1. Provide information on the test collars, i.e., the number of collars
used in the test, the dimension of the collars (1.63 inches in outside diameter), the number of
tube specimens in any one collar. Discuss whether the test program includedtesting of tubesheet
bowing effect.
W Response:
Section 5.1.1 provides a description of collars used to simulate the effect of the tubesheet. A total

off

]awce
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B. The summary of tests is addressedon page 5-4. In the summary, there is no mention of
fatigue (mechanicalor thermal) testing. The mechanicalfatiguetesting would include cyclic
load testing, and the thermalfatiguetesting would considerthe thermalexpansion and
contraction(during heatup and cooldown) of the tube length between the top of tubesheet and
the tube supportplate(s) where the tube may be constraint by eitherdenting or deposits. Discuss
why these tests were not considered.
W Response:
Based on previous testing, Westinghouse has concluded that there is no need for cyclic load
testing for this type of configuration. AU of the full depth expansion processes used by
Westinghouse close the gap between the tube and the tubesheet to virtually zero. For an F*
plant, the axial load applied to the samples for fatigue testing was calculated using both pressure
and temperature components. Thermal loads were calculated assuming the tube became fixed at
the top of the tubesheet due to crevice crud. Upon shutdown, a tensile load is applied between
the fixity locations due to thermal growth mismatch. For pressure effects the tube is assumed to
be loaded due to the end cap load at operating conditions, which is tensile, and the tensile load is
maintained during shutdown. The combined effects of pressure end cap loading and thermal
growth were summed to determine the fatigue load to be applied for leak rate testing.
Of the samples leak tested prior to cycling, the average leak rate from all samples tested at 615
F at a pressure differential of 2650 psi was 1.2 drops per minute. The average leak rate of only
those samples which leaked was 3.3 dpm.
Following application of over 29000 fatigue cycles, the average leakage of the leakers was 3.6
dpm while the average of all samples was 1.8 dpm.
The consistency of these results suggests that the H* region will not be adversely affected by
fatigue.
C. Page 5-4. It is not clearin the topical reportwhether the H*distances were modeled in the
test mock-ups. Discuss if this was done, andprovidethe length of the tube in the tubesheetfor
the tube pullout andleakage tests.
W Response:
This question appears to be the same as Question 19. It was pointed out that it was unnecessary
to model the exact H* lengths; joint strength and leakage resistance were calculated based on
tests of joints of approximately the axial extents of the tubesheet in the plant.
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26. Questions on Section 6.0
4. Page 6-2, 3rdparagraph The reportdiscussedtheproprietaryDENYFLOcomputercode in
calculatingleak rate ofan axialcrack and the effective crack length in the leak rate calculations;
however, there is no discussionof a leak rate calculationfor a circumferentialcrack. It is not
clear how the effective crack length ofa circumferentialcrack is modeled in the leak rate
calculation. Provide a discussion on the leak rate calculationfor a circumferentialcrack.
W Response:
See response to Question 17. The WCAP has been revised and this discussion no longer appears
on page 6-2. It now appears in Section 6.2 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
B. Page 6-3,firstparagraph.It is statedin the report that a throughwal circumferentialcrack
of 180 degree extent was considered in the leak rate calculation. Discuss why a throughwall
circumferentialcrack of 360 degree extent is not the worst scenariocrack andwas not
considered in the leak rate calculation. See previous Question 17
W Response:
The WCAP has been revised and this discussion no longer applies. See response to Question 17.
Axial cracks are not considered because none were observed in the distribution of indications
below -0.3 inches from the top of the tubesheet in the Callaway SGs..
C Page 6-3, 2d Paragraph.Provide leak rate results of a single axialand circumferential
crack understeam line breakconditions and normal operationalconditions.
W Response:
The WCAP-15932 has been revised. The prediction of leak rates is discussed in Section 6.2 of
the report. The leak rate from a 360 ° crack at elevations of 8, 12, 16 inches deep into the
tubesheet during a postulated steam line break accident is calculated to be [
a,,
respectively. These leak rates are predicted at the worst radial location for the
elevations considered. With the crack opening area known, the leakage from a circumferential
crack in a given tube at a given depth from the top of the tubesheet can be determined by looking
at tabular data versus crack opening area for an axial crack. Modeling of future leak rates is a
function of the number of circurnferentially oriented cracks that are in the SGs at elevations
below the H* distances. The calculated SLB leakage at the end of the next cycle of operation at
Callaway is determined to be 0.44 gpm.
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27. Questions on Section 7.0
A. Page 7-1, 4 hparagraph. The reportdiscussedapreviously developedfinite element model
for the model F steam generator. Discuss if this model was developedfor Callaway, andprovide
the referencefor this model.
W Response:
The Callaway steam generators are Westinghouse Model F SGs.
This response was okayed during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon conducted on
10/24/02.
B. Page 7-2. It is not clearwhether the tube bores were includedin thefinite element model. In
addition, the tubesheet bores are not evident in the finite element model as shown in figure 7-1.
The reportstatedthat an equivalent ligament efficiency, modified modulus ofelasticity, and
modifiedPoisson'sratio were used to simulate the tubesheet bore. However, it is not clearhow
the ligament efficiency is input in the finite element model to simulate the tubesheet bore in the
finite element model. Discusshow can the ligament efficiency simulate the tubesheet bore,
including the previous sentences.
W Response:
The tube bores are included in the finite element model [

].CC This is a standard modeling technique that

has been used for 30 years by all vendors in a number of industries.
This response was okayed during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon conducted on
10/24/02.
C. Pages 7-3 and 74. The reportcited References 9.21, 9.22, 9.23, 9.24 (e.g., on page 7-12,
Reference 9.28 was cited); however, these references could not be found in the reference section
of the report. Explain the discrepancy.
W Response:
The references on pages 7-3 and 7-4 were erroneously in the pre-publication version of the
WCAP. These were observed and removed from the published WCAP. Reference 9.28 on Page
7-12 was not observed in the pre-publication version and is erroneously in the WCAP.
This response was okayed during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon conducted on
10/24/02.
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D. Page 7-3, 2ndparagraph. The reportdiscusseda previous calculationsperformedwith a
3-Dfinite element model of a model D-4 steam generator. Provide the reference ofthis analysis.
W Response:
The references for the 3-D finite element model of a Model D4 steam generator come from
Westinghouse Reports WNET-142, Vol. 4, titled, "Model D4-2 Steam Generator Stress Report
Tubesheet and Shell Junction Analysis" and WNET-120, Vol. 5, titled, "Model D2/D3 Steam
Generator Stress Report Tubesheet and Shell Junction Analysis". The reason for the comparison
of the D-4 steam generator to the Model F steam generator is that the ligament efficiencies are
almost identical, i.e. 0.2796 for Model F and 0.2805 for Model D-4. Also both tubesheets have
the same thickness (i.e. 21.18 inches) and diameter to the secondary shell inner diameter (i.e.
129.38 inches).
E. Pages 7-8 and 7-9. Discusswhether the pressureand temperatureparametersfor the
feedline break,steamline break and loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) events were specifically
takenfrom the Callawaydesign basis accidentanalysisorfrom a generic accident analysis. On
the basis ofthe references cited in the report, it seems that the pressureandtemperature
parametersused in the Callaway analysismay be generic values. Discuss if this is correct, and
confirm whether the genericpressureandtemperatureparametersused in the H* analysis bound
the values in the accidentanalysisof the Callawayplant.
W Response:
The pressure and temperature parameters for the feedline break, steamline break, and loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) events were from a generic accident analysis. The generic temperature
and pressure parameters used in the structural analysis bound the values used in the accident
analyses of the Callaway plant. The H* SLB leakage analysis is completed at plant conditions
(2560 psi, 600 ° F) similar to that used by the industry and approved by the NRC for steam
generator tube alternate repair criteria.
This response was okayed during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon conducted on
10/24/02.
F. Pages 7-23 and 7-24. Tables 7.2-2a and 7.2-2b. Explain the significance ofPsec = 893 psig
and Psec = 955 psig, and why there is no Psec value in Table 7.2-3?
W Response:
The Psec values of 893 and 955 psig are in Tables 7.2-2a and 7.2-2b for the two normal
operating conditions that envelope the Callaway plant for minimum and maximum steam
temperature and pressure. These Psec values are from the latest steady state, normal operation
conditions that are applicable to the Callaway plant. Table 7.2-3 applies to the steamline break
condition where Psec is 0 psig.
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This response was okayed during the NRC/AmerenUE/Westinghouse telecon conducted on
10124/02.
G. Page 7-26. Discuss whether the P*analysis in Section 7.3 was benchmarkedwith testing
data. It is the staffs understandingthat thepurpose of the P*distance is to provide assurance
that if a tube, having a H* distance less than P*distance, is pulled outfrom the tubesheet that
tube would be confined by the adjacentrow tube without damage to other tubes. However,
absence of a valid verification ofthe P*methodology, the shortestH* distance should be made
to be greaterthan P*distance to assurethat, if a tube is pulled out, it would not impinge on any
tubes. Discuss this.
Response: The intent of including the P* analysis in the justification document (now included as
Appendix A in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1) was to demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively a
"defense in depth" associated with the application of H*. P* is not included in the operating
license by way of the Technical Specification.
H. Discuss how the tubesheet bowing are consideredin the structuraland leakage integrity
calculations,providing thefollowing: (1) the maximum andminimum values of the tubesheet
bowing, (2) the locations ofthe maximum and minimum tubesheet bowing, and (3) the maximum
andminimum values of tubesheet bore expansion. See the previous Question 15, which is related
to the impact of the tubesheet bore expansion on the pullout andleakage tests.
W Response:
Loads are imposed on the tube as a result of the tubesheet bowing under various pressure and
temperature conditions. The finite element analysis of the [

]
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I. Discuss whether thefinite element model has been benchmarkedwith the actual test results to
verify the accuracy of the analyticalmethod of calculatingtubesheet bowing.
W Response:
The finite element model has not been benchmarked with actual test results. However, the

[

]ce
28. In the proposedtechnicalspecifications, the inspection extent references the expansion
transition.
A. Given how the testing was performed, clarify whether the proposedtechnicalspecifications
should be modified to referencefrom the bottom of the expansiontransitionor the top of the
tubesheet, whichever is lower.
B. There are several references in WCAP-15932 indicatingthat H* is reckonedfrom the top of
the tubesheet and assumes a conservative distance between the bottom of the hydraulic
expansion transitionandthe top of the tubesheet. Discuss the reference pointfor the H*
distancesprovided in the Technical Specifications.
Response to A] and rB3: AmerenUE should develop the final wording of this response and may
chose to trim much of the background discussion. It is included here for completeness and to
familiarize Callaway personnel with the technical details.
The technical specifications reference the H* distance from the top of the tubesheet. The values
specified for H* include consideration of the potential for a crevice to exist between the tube and
the tubesheet at the top of the expansion. A conservative estimate of the maximum crevice depth
was identified as 0.15 inch based on initial available information regarding the fabrication of the
SGs. The analysis determined that the adjustment needed to be added to the H* value calculated
for Zones A and B. This is because the length of the region with zero contact pressure is greater
than that distance in the other two zones, hence, the adjustment has no real bearing on the
measurement of H*. Initially, the maximum crevice depth value was added to the values
determined for the other zones strictly for consistency in developing the table in the WCAP.
Subsequent determinations of H* based on the normal operation performance criterion support
the conclusion that the maximum crevice depth to be expected in Zones C and D (during SLB) is
less than the estimated length of loss of contact at the top of the tubesheet. Therefore, the H*
length for Zone A has been determined to be 3.46 inches and the H* distance for Zone B has
been determined to be 5.93 inches to resist pullout.
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The original manufacturer engineering specification for the distance from the top of the tubesheet
to the bottom of the expansion transition, referred to as crevice depth, was for a maximum
acceptable value of [

Iacle

29. Discuss the role ofP* in determining the actualdistances in the proposedamendment,
includingthe following:
Response: The intent of including the P* analysis in the justification document was to
demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively a "defense in depth" associated with the application
of H*. P* is not included in the operating license by way of the Technical Specification.
Therefore responses to the following additional requests for information are not needed.
A. Discuss why P* is limited to non-stayrod andnon-patchplateareatubes, including if this is
because there are no nearby neighborsor are there other reasons.
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B. The basisfor assuming that tube separationbelow the P* distancefor approximately 95% of
the tubes in the bundle.
C. How have the effects ofdegradedtubes been accountedforin the P* analysis.
D. Describe the test datasupportingthe analyticalcalculationswith respect to neighboring
tubes limiting the extent of tube pullout.
E. Discuss how sliding ofthe tubes anddistortion (bending) of the tubes was accountedforin
the analysis.
F. Discuss the effects of one tube impacting anothertube, assuming the tube "impacted" is
degradedto the steam generatorperformancecriteriaby the most limitingdamage mechanism.
30. Clarify the meaning ofthe statement onpage 1-2 in WCAP-15932: "asimilarapproachhas
been demonstratedto be acceptablefor use in cases of tube weld damage due to looseparts".
A. Provide the data which demonstrates that leakageduring normal operationcan be relatedto
leakage duringpostulatedtransients.
W Response: No leakage is anticipated during normal operating conditions in the Callaway SGs.
See response to Question 32 [A] 2.
B. Discuss the relationship, including how ligament tearingis accountedforin this relationship
andhow the scatter in the data is accountedforin the H* methodology
W Response:
(Note: Westinghouse has renumbered the parts of the question by making (A] be the
clarification..., [B] being the providing of data..., and [C] being the "discuss the
relationship.. ligament tearing..., and [D] being the accounting for scatter in the relationship...
Response to [A] and [B]: The WCAP-15932 has been revised. Please see Section 6.2 and the
responses to Questions 17 and 26.
Part [C]
It is assumed that the intent of the query relative to ligament tearing is based on a concern that
there could be part-throughwall cracks present that are stable during normal operation but could
be unstable when exposed to the higher primary side pressures postulated to occur during
accident conditions such as SLB or FLB. The formulation of the H* RPC inspection length is
based on end-cap forces produced by a primary-to-secondary pressure difference equal to 3 AP,
i.e., three times the differential pressure of 1342 psi (see the response to RAI number 35).
Therefore, in reality, the end cap load is not transmitted to tube material that is below about 1/3
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of the H* distance. The pressure differences associated with postulated accident conditions are
less than about twice the normal operating pressure difference, thus the end cap load is not
transmitted to material below about 2/3 of the H* distance. In conclusion, the only force acting to
open a circumferential crack below the H* distance is the force due to pressure acting on the
flanks of the crack acting to open the crack. Since the tube is captured within the tubesheet, there
are additional forces acting on the tube in the vicinity of the crack, these are:
*

Differential thermal expansion between the tube and tubesheet - The expansion of the
tube is greater than that of the carbon steel tubesheet, thereby placing the tube below
the H* length in compression.

* Friction - The tube is expanded within the tubesheet producing a contact pressure
between the tube and tubesheet.
* Poisson effect - The effect of the pressure on the crack flanks attempts to push the
tube out of the tubesheet. This results in an expansion of the tube where the force is
being applied, thereby increasing the contact pressure between the tube and tubesheet.
A scoping evaluation can be performed by [

Iacle
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31. Assumptions regardingthe location of the bottom of the expansion transitionwere made in
the WCAP.
A. ForCallaway, if the inspection distancesarefrom the top of the tubesheet, provide the
maximum distancefrom the top of the tubesheet to the bottom of the expansion transition(i.e.,
ones below the top of the tubesheet).
B. Discuss how this distance is used in relationto the H*distancesprovided in the Technical
Specifications and how the NDE uncertaintyin determining the top of tubesheet, the bottom of
the expansion transition,and the inspection distance is accountedforin the analysis.
C. List the assumptions made, andprovidethe basisfor the assumptions.
W Response:
[A] See the response to Question 28 and the addition of measurement error will be addressed by
Ameren-UE.
[B]"
[C]"
W Note: As stated in the WCAP, the distance of the bottom of the expansion transition is
approximately 0.15 inch below the TTS. This was later conservatively changed to 0.30 inch.
W Note: Part of the response to this question is the same as shown in the response to Question
13A.
During normal operating conditions, the tubes do not contact the tube sheet hole surface within a
minimum distance of 0.30 inches from the top of the tubesheet due to tube hole dilation resulting
from tubesheet bending in Zones C and D. Therefore, the 0.30 inch distance which was
superimposed on the H* distances for Zones A and B was not applied in Zones C and D.
32. Several assumptionswere made in establishingthe H* andP*distancesin Section 2.2 of the
WCAP. [A] List the assumptions andprovidethe technical bases anddatafor each of the
assumptions (with the exception of the assumption regardingthe 1.0 gpm leakage limit during
SLB andthe primary side makeup capacity). [B] Discuss whether the inspection techniques
have been qualifiedin accordancewith the EPRI guidelines andprovide the qualificationdata.
[C] Discuss whether the EPRI guidelinesare beingfollowed with respect to the frequency of
inspectionforplants with mill annealedAlloy 600. If not, provide the technicaljustficationfor
the deviation.
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W Response:
Response to Part A: Assumptions used for establishing H* and P* were listed in the WCAP in
Section 2.2. Amplification of each is provided in the following paragraphs. It should be noted
that many of the assumptions are clarifying in nature and are not technically necessary to
demonstrate the validity of the H* results.
1. Bobbin coil ECT is capable ofdetecting deep axial indications(+Pointwith apeak-to-peak
voltage amplitude, Vpp, >3 kg within the tubesheet.
See response to Question 7.
2. Some potentialnormal operation(NOP) leakagefrom a separatedtube is acceptablebecause
such a severe crack would not be expected to appearsuddenly, and, hence, the leak rate
would startsmall, would be detectable, and would only graduallyreach the maximum
practicalNOP leakage of 75 gpd.
There is no correlation between normal operation and accident condition leakage for cracked
tubes located within the tubesheet at the Callaway plant. The evaluation of prior test data
strongly support the conclusion that a small amount of oxidation of the tubesheet in the
vicinity of a throughwall crack will significantly narrow the effective crevice area and is
expected to prevent meaningful primary-to-secondary leakage during normal operating
conditions. There has been no significant primary to secondary leakage during operation of
the Callaway plant.
See also Section 6.0 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 for further explanation of expected leakage
during normal operating conditions and a postulated SLB event.
3. Tube crackingwithin the tubesheet is PWSCC.
The assumption of PWSCC is made because ODSCC would not be an expected damage
mechanism below the expansion. However, the criterion applies to degradation irrespective
of the surface of origin.
4. The separatedtube conditionfor H* andP* is a low probabilityeventfor hydraulic
expandedAlloy 600 mill annealed(MA) and thermally treated (fI) tubing.
A distribution of the location of cracks below the top of the tubesheet is illustrated on Figure
6.14 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1. It is concluded that the number of cracks outside of the H*
distances can be made using a uniform distribution. The distribution of angles of cracks is
approximately linear between 30 and 1500, however, there was one with an angular extent of
about 2200 and one with an angular extent of 3600. The distribution is in keeping with
expectations of the cause of the cracking is postulated to be residual stresses from local
expansions of tube material into manufacturing depressions within the drilled holes in the
tubesheet. It is expected that the cracking would progress to a significant depth without
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necessarily extending 3600 circumferentially. In other words, the large crack angles appear to
be exceptions and most cracks would be expected to be in the range of less than 1500.
5. H* distances willprevent tube movement for all of the hot leg (HL) tubes for the limiting
condition, the accident (SLB) condition and will control leakage to the FSAR accident limit
for multiple tubes based on controllingNOP leakage to the practicalNOP limit.
For the H* distances established in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1, H* is determined semi-empirically
and coupled with thermal and pressure tightening effects the tube resistance to pullout (or
pushout) exceeds the pullout (or pushout) load by the required margin. Analyses have been
performed to determine the minimum axial lengths between the tube and tubesheet that will
meet a critical end cap level of 1900 lbs. These distances are defined in Table 7.2-24 of
WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
From Section 6.7 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1, modeling of leak rates is a function of the
number of cracks that are in the SGs at elevations below H*. An examination of the
inspection data for the Callaway SGs was used to determine the SG with the most indications
as a function of time, and then to predict the number of indications below H* that would exist
at the end of the next operating cycle. The result of the calculation for Callaway was a total
predicted leak rate of 0.44 gpm during a postulated accident condition.
6. P* distances will prevent the probability of tube disengagementfrom the tubesheet hole in
the case ofseparationand translation,basedon the three-inch RPC inspection depth.
As discussed in later responses, P* questions are moot because P* will not be part of the
license amendment request and do not need to be answered.
7. Crackgrowth is manageableover the inspection interval(two cycles - basedon examining
the tubes in two of thefour SGs each refueling or inspection outage and a 50% RPC
programin the HL ofeach of the opened SGs).
The discussion of the Callaway inspection program has been removed from WCAP-1 5932,
Rev. 1.
8. The maximum allowableprimary-to-secondaryside leakage during the limitingaccident
condition, i.e., Steamline Break (SLB), through the affected SG is 1.0 gpm in the affected SG.
The accident analyses assumption of 1.0 gpm during a postulated SLB is consistent with the
licensing basis of the Callaway plant.
9. The plantprimaryside makeup capacity is on the orderof ]00 gpm.
This assumption is reasonably standard within the industry, some plants have significantly
greater capability. The assumption is not essential to the analysis.
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Part B Note: AmerenUE to do this.
Part C Note: AmerenUE to do this.
33. It was indicatedthatpastexperience with circumferentialcracks inside the tubesheetfor
anothertype of tubejoint indicatedthat leakage is low and that the same trend is expectedfor
CallawayPlant.
A. Discuss the relationshipbetween the contactpressures at Callaway to these otherplants.
B. Discuss the extent to which these indicationswere subjectedto thefull range of normal
operating, transient, andaccidentconditions.
Response to Part [A] and [B].
In this response, it is assumed that this question pertains to the same type of operating conditions
for the Callaway plant and the other plant, i.e., a plant with the WEXTEX tube joint. The tubeto-tubesheet contact pressures (CPs) resulting from the application of the WEXTEX installation
process are compared with the Callaway CPs at NOP resulting from hydraulic expansion. The
tube-to-tubesheet CPs resulting from the application of the WEXTEX installation process at
NOP are comparable to the Callaway CPs at NOP. It is reasoned that circumferential crack
leakage would be low due to the tubesheet hole surface preventing tube bending, and therefore
crack opening from that mechanism. It is also reasoned that anchorage of the tube in the
tubesheet due to the H* axial extent above it should essentially prevent crack opening due to
axial strain. With little crack opening, leakage from circumferential cracks is expected to be
small.
(Note: The comparison will be on the basis of CPs in the largest-tubesheet-hole-dilation portion
of the tubesheet, resulting solely from combination of the beneficial effects of thermal growth
mismatch and differential pressure tightening and the detrimental effects of tubesheet bowing as
the plant goes from room temperature to NOP; it makes no use of the potential as-manufactured
residual CP of the tube expansion process.)
WEXTEX has 2 zones. Zone B covers approximately half of the tubesheet and is roughly
comparable to the combination of Zones C and D in Callaway. For WEXTEX NOP condition on
the hot leg, the limiting CP is 0 psi (for the tube location closest to the tubesheet vertical
centerline) at the TTS and extending to a depth of approximately 2.91 inches and ranges to 713
psi at 8 inches below the ITS. The comparable CPs for Callaway for the limiting case (Zone D,
PSEC = 908 psia) at NOP - hot leg are from 0 psi, from the TTS to a depth of approximately 2.58
inches, the zero-CP extent, and from that point to approximately 765 psi at 8 inches down.
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Response to Part [B]:
The leak rate evaluation for circumferential cracks examined leakage during normal operating
conditions, steam line break and feed line break conditions. The results showed that the steam
line break leakage bounds leakage during other conditions. Hence, only steam line break leakage
results are presented in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
34. It was assumed in Section 3.1.2.2 that the pullout distancesassociatedwith the normal
operatingpressure (NOP) values could be ignoredsince the plant will shutdown becauseof
leakage. Discuss the basisfor this assumption. As indicatedabove, past experience indicates
that leakage is lowfrom circumferentialcracks. Discuss thepossibility that no leakage may be
observedfrom ajoint that is totally severedat some distance or has a through-wallcrack In
determining the steam line breakpullout distance, discuss how the lower temperatureduringthe
break was accountedfor in determining the inspectiondistance.
W Response: WCAP-15932, Rev. I has been revised and the bellwether approach is no longer
used to monitor structural integrity and leak tightness. The H* distances calculated provide tube
structural integrity and leaktightness which meets the steam generator performance criteria of
NEI 97-06 during subsequent plant operation even if no leakage is observed during normal
operating conditions.
Also, see response to Question 61.
35. In determiningthe acceptance limits, the most limitingprimary to secondarydifferential
pressureduringnormal operationshouldbe used (most limiting would equate to the maximum
differentialpressurethat can be observed duringnormal operationfor the life of the steam
generator). In performing the testing, it would appearthat the lowest differentialpressure
shouldbe usedsince the lowest differentialpressurewould result in a lower contactpressure.
A. Discuss the basisfor performingthe tests at 1900 psi which is considerably higherthan
normal operatingdifferentialpressure.
B. Discuss how the lowest normaloperatingpressurewas accountedfor in determining the H*
inspection distance.
C. Provide the data associatedwith the determinationof the resistance to pullout as a result of
the hydraulicexpansion.
W General Response:
See the response to Question 34. The H* distances are established based on the limiting
performance criteria of each tube having a pull out capability of 3 times the end cap load
associated with the normal operating pressure differential and that SLB leakage will not exceed
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the accident analysis leakage assumption of 1.0 gpm. No leakage is anticipated during normal
operating conditions. SLB leakage calculations assume a primary-to-secondary pressure
differential of 2560 psi and a primary side temperature of 600 F.
Response to question rAl: As noted in Section 5.2.1 the test pressure of 1900 psi was selected to
keep the water above the saturation pressure for the high temperature tests. Since the pressure is
significantly greater than the normal operating pressure the leak rate values would be expected to
be conservative relative to normal operation.
Response to question Bl: The lowest normal operating pressure of import is the lowest
secondary side pressure. This results in the largest applied pullout load. The analysis described at
the start of the response to this RAT used the largest differential pressure to calculate the 3 AP
value to be used in the determination of the normal operation H* values.
Response to question FCl: A key element in estimating the strength of the tube-to-tubesheet joint
during operation or postulated accident conditions is the residual strength of the joint stemming
from the expansion preload due to the manufacturing process, i.e., hydraulic expansion. During
operation the preload increases because the thermal expansion of the tube is greater than that of
the tubesheet and because a portion of the internal pressure in the tube is transmitted to the
interface between the tube and the tubesheet. However, the tubesheet bows upward leading to a
dilation of the tubesheet holes at the top of the tubesheet and a contraction at the bottom of the
tubesheet when the primary-to-secondary pressure difference is positive. The dilation of the holes
acts to reduce the contact pressure between the tubes and the tubesheet. The H* lengths are based
on the pullout resistance associated with the net contact pressure during normal or accident
conditions. The calculation of the residual strength involves a conservative approximation that
the strength is uniformly distributed along the entire length of the tube. This leads to a lower
bound estimate of the strength and relegates the contribution of the preload to having a second
order effect on the determination of H*.
Two series of test data are available for the determination of the residual strength of the joint.
Data were obtained from a fabrication shop test program which was performed to investigate the
various manufacturing steps associated with the tube-to-tubesheet joint relative to the use of
Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 tube material. A second series of tests was performed to investigate the
integrity of the tube-to-tubesheet joints as a consequence of extensive tube end foreign object
damage being experienced at a plant with Model F SGs.
The data from both test programs were reviewed by Westinghouse in order to develop the
response to this RAI. An error was found in the initial analysis relative to the determination of
the residual strength of the joint. The value of the residual strength reported in Section 7.2 of the
WCAP was to be 119 bf/in. The calculation of this value was based on using an engagement
length of 25.24 inches and a slip force of 3000 bf. There were two errors associated with this
calculation:
1)

The specimen length came from the first series of tests and the slip force came from
the second series of tests. Since the specimen length for the Series 1 tests was about
50% greater than for the Series 2 tests, the approach yields a conservative value.
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2)

The slip force was from a series of tests that were performed at 6000 F, and thus
included a differential thermal expansion contribution to the joint strength. Since the
result was used as though it came from a room temperature test, the approach yields a
non-conservative value.

The net impact on the overall analysis is not significant to the result. This will be discussed
further in what follows.
The data from both series of pullout tests are listed in Table 1, below. The first six tests were part
of the Series 1 tests, the remainder of the tests results are from the Series 2 tests. Two (2) of the
Series 2 tests were performed at room temperature and six (6) were performed at 6000 F. A
comparison of the implied net contact pressure, "Net P", from the two series of tests can be
effected by looking at the values in the last column. These include a correction factor to account
for the increase in interface pressure, "Thermal P", due to the increased thermal expansion of the
tube relative to the TS simulant. The results from both test series are quite similar, i.e., the
average difference is less than about 50 psi. It is noted that the Series 2 data exhibit more scatter
and one specimen does exhibit an apparently anomalous result. If that data point is removed the
difference is about 90 psi, and both standard deviations are on the order of 75 to 80 psi.
Data were also obtained relative to [
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36. Describe how the roughness of the collars used duringthe testingprogramcompare to the
roughness of the tubesheet bore. Describeany dataconfirming the as-built roughness of the
tubesheet bore. Discuss if the lowestpossible value of roughness was used, and, if not, how was
this accountedfor in determining the inspectiondistances.
W Response:
The bore roughness for the tubesheet collars was specified on the drawing to be the same as the
factory roughness, [
]I. Compliance with the requirement was verified by the
quality assurance (QA) organization at the fabrication shop.
37. In performingthe leak rate tests, discuss why a 100% through-wall circumferentialcrack
was not assumedat the H*distance. If basedon some qualificationdata, discuss thepotential
for apartialthrough-wallflaw to pop" throughwallduringa steam line break or to growfrom
partialthrough-wallat one inspection to throughwallduring the next inspection.
W Response:
WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 has been revised. See the leak rate discussion in response to Questions 17,
26 and 31.
38. It was indicatedin Section 5.1.4.1 of WCAP-15932 that wall thinningcalculationswere
performedto determine the effect of tack rolling. Discuss the reasonfor this section of the
WCAP. Also, discuss if the tack rollingwas at the tube end in thefield, and, if so, if the test
specimens also had this tack rollingand whether the tack rollperformedon the test specimens
hadthe lowest contactpressure that could be observed in thefield, providing the basis
(includingapplicabledata)for your answer.
W Response:
This detail was important only to the fabrication of the test assemblies (for fitup for welding the
primary side end of the test assembly and was completely inconsequential to the leakage tests.
The perforations in the tube were above the minor roll expansion. Refer to the bottom picture in
Figure 5-1.
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39. With respect to the test specimens, it was indicatedthat segmentedexpansions were
performed [A] Discuss the variousconfigurationstested, including,for example, were all tests
segmented or were some testsfully expandedfor the entire region of the tubesheet. [B] Discuss
also your basisforconcluding that the test specimens were representativeofthe expansions in
thefield, including,for the segmented samples, is itpossible that the tack roll assumeda greater
percentageof the loadthan the hydraulicallyexpanded region and, ifso, discussthe need to
repeatthe test to accountforthefact that this areais below the H* distance. [C] In addition,
discuss the basisfor assuming the pull outforce is evenly distributedalong the length of the tube
in contact with the tubesheet.
W Response:
Parts A and B:
Refer to Page 5-3 of Section 5.1.1 for the following excerpts:
Yes. The test samples are representative of the expansions in the field. The hydraulic expansion
range for the Callaway steam generators was approximately [
]ace

This value conservatively bounds the lower pressure limit used for the Callaway steam
generators.
The majority of the test samples were [

race A tube

expansion schematic is shown in Figure 5-2.
A small group of the test samples was fabricated using [

aCc

The tack roll was inconsequential for pull-out testing. The tacking operation has no sealing
function, being intended only to expand a tube into contact with the tube bore to facilitate the
welding to the cladding on the tubesheet face.
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The resistance to pull-out can be determined for any elevation in the tube joint, above or below
the H* depth.
See Appendix B, "Tube-to-Tubesheet Joint Strength Analysis" of WCAP-15932, Rev.l for
further discussion of the test results.
Part C:
Distribution of the pull-out resistance uniformly throughout the axial extent of the joint is an
adequate technical approach. It recognizes that short joints should have smaller pullout
resistances and longer joints should have larger resistances. It is a minor contributor to joint
strength for short H*'s such as 3A6 inches for Zone A, at only [
&¢,e
40. In Section 5.3.2 it was indicatedthat: "in the 600 Fpullouttests, the lowest valuefor {first
slip' or 'breakaway'forcewas 3000 lbs. " This section then indicates that the results were
conservative because of the lack ofthe additionalresistance to pullout due to the differential
pressure tighteningbetween the tube and tube hole surface which would be present in theplant.
Discuss at whatpressure were these tests run andhow was the tube/tubesheet heated
W Response:
The samples were not pressurized. Refer to the response to Question 35 for a complete
explanation of the pull-out tests. The tubesheets for the test samples were heated by resistance
heaters and covered with insulation.
41. Providea comparisonof the results of the leak tests provided in Section S.3. 1 to the
predictionsfrom the proprietaryDENTFLO computer code.
W Response:
The DENTFLO code calculates leakage from a crack within the tubesheet by simulating the
hydraulic resistances of both the crack and the tubesheet crevice above it. The code utilizes an
empirical relationship to calculate the tubesheet crevice leak resistance. A second empirical
relationship is used to model the constraining effect of the tubesheet on the crack leak resistance.
Therefore, the tubesheet crevice and crack resistances used in DENTFLO are validated
individually. The data that provided these two empirical correlations were obtained in two
separate tests; one test simulated the tubesheet crevice only, and the other test simulated a crack
within the tubesheet without tubesheet crevice resistance. There are no test data available under
conditions where the leakage is controlled by both the crack and the tubesheet crevice
resistances.
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42. In Section 6.3, Page 6-2, it is not clearwhy degradationof various depths was assumed in
the leakage analysis. Given the potentialfora tube to be circumferentiallysevered below the H*
distance (or nearseverance at the time of inspection), it would appearappropriateto assume
every active tube is severedat the H*distance. Discuss this discrepancy.
W Response:
See leak rate calculation discussion in response to Questions 17, 26 and 31, which address
expected crack morphology and expected number of cracks by elevation.
43. A finite element model was used in determiningtubesheet hole dilations. Discuss the basis
for the assumptionsin this model, or compare the differences between this model andthat used
for otherplants with similarrepaircriteriawhich have been approved(e.g., Diablo Canyon W*
criteria).
W Response:
The secondary side pressure was assumed to penetrate the tube/tubesheet crevice and act on the
outside surface of the tube and the surface of the tubesheet hole through the full depth of the
tubesheet. This is clearly conservative in most cases, as the tightening produced by the tube
internal pressure and differential thermal expansion between the tube and tubesheet is usually
greater than the secondary side pressure, thus preventing its penetration through the tubesheet.
Tubesheet bowing complicates this somewhat with a reduction in contact pressures in the top
half of the tubesheet when the primary pressure is greater than the secondary side pressure.
Depending on the magnitude of the pressure differential, the secondary side pressure may
penetrate the top few inches of the tube/tubesheet crevice. Rather than change the way the
secondary side pressure is treated in the crevice when the calculated contact pressure is greater
than the secondary pressure, it is conservative to apply the secondary pressure throughout the full
depth of the tubesheet.
When the secondary pressure is greater than the primary pressure (i.e. LOCA or Leak Test), this
assumption is appropriate.
An assumption was also made that the axial load from the end cap forces is present over the full
length of the tube. This assumption is appropriate for the tube in the upper part of the tubesheet,
but within a few inches of the neutral axis the end cap force will have been absorbed by the
resistance to pull out afforded by the contact pressure between the tube and tubesheet. Thus, the
tube in the lower part of the tubesheet will not experience the end cap load. Including the effect
of the end cap load is clearly conservative.
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44. Discuss whether the H* distances in the Technical Specificationsarebased on afeed line
breakor a steam line break In the WCAP, the acceptance criteriais more restrictive than a
feedline break; however, the transientsare different. Discuss whether an analysiswas
performedto confirm that the more conservative inspection distance was determined.
W Response (Revised):
H* is based on the performance criteria that pull out resistance must exceed 3 times the end cap
load resulting from normal operating pressure differential. Refer to Section 7.1.3. An analysis
was performed to determine the limiting case; refer to Figures 7.2-2a through 7.2-3b.
45. With respect to the Technical Specifications, given the testprogramwas done on nondegradedtubing, discuss why the TechnicalSpecificationsshould not specify that any tube with
detected degradationbelow the expansion transitionand within the H* distanceshould be
plugged, includingthe technical basisforassumingpullout is not affected by tube degradation.
Response: See the response provided for RAI Question # 5.
46. Discuss how the dynamic effects associatedwith steam generatorblowdown during a steam
line break orfeed line break are modeled in the determinationofthe H* distance (e.g., are there
increasedloadsplaced on the tubes as a resultof the blowdown of the steam generator).
W Response:
Those types of transients involve tube loads (most notably U-bend drag) which act at different
times than when the maximum end cap loads act and therefore do not need to be added to the end
cap loads.
47. [A] Discuss any test datasupportingthe magnitude of the pressureand temperatureeffects
on contactpressure. Because the correctionsin the WCAP appearto be analyticalratherthan
experimental in nature, discuss whether mockup tests beenperformedon specimens at room
temperatureand at operatingtemperature (or at ambient andoperatingpressure), and, if so,
discuss whether the results of these tests support the contactforcesfor these effects used in the
analysis. If testing ofhydraulicallyexpanded tubes is not available, discuss whether tests from
othertypes of expansions (e.g., WEXTEX hardroll)are applicableandthe results ofany testing
on these specimens.
B. The NRC notes that resistanceto pullout in the peripheraltubes appears to be controlled
mainly by the effects ofpressuresand temperatureratherthan by hydraulicexpansion.
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W Response:
There are test data for as-fabricated roll expanded joint contact pressures; these joints have
higher contact pressures than hydraulically expanded joints. The tests are generally performed at
RT with the differential pressure tightening (DPT), thermal growth mismatch tightening (TGMT)
and tubesheet bending effects applied analytically. The calculations are all based on the
application of the standard theory of elasticity and no plastic deformations are involved.
Therefore, the results of the calculations do not require independent verification by additional
testing.
Response to Part Bl: Based on the current analysis approach, the NRC Staff observation is
correct, i.e., the peripheral tubes appear to rely mostly on contact pressure caused by the
differential pressure and differential thermal expansion . This is an artifact of conservatively
calculating the pullout resistance as though it were uniformly distributed along the tube. The net
effect is a significant underestimate of the actual contact pressure from the installation process. If
the test data were analyzed with an accounting of the actual distribution of pullout resistance,
higher at the top, the tube-to-tubesheet joint would be demonstrated to be significantly stronger
than it is given credit for in the determination of H*. This is a conservatism of the analysis and
results in conservatively calculated values for H*.
48. The first 10 rows of Callawaysteam generatortubes werefabricatedwith thermally treated
Alloy 600 materialand the rest were fabricatedwith mill-annealedAlloy 600 material. Discuss
whether there is any difference in the pullout capacityandleakage resistancebetween the
thermally treatedAlloy 600 tubes and mill-annealedAlloy 600 tubes, because it seems that the
test specimens andleakage andpulloutcalculationsdiscussedin WCAP-15932 were basedon
mill-annealedAlloy 600 materialpropertiesonly.
W Response:
There is no difference in the structural properties between the mill annealed and thermally treated
A600. Therefore, either MA or TT tubes could have been used in the test; the results are equally
valid for both the MA and iT tubes.
49. Discusswhether, in TS S.5.9, there should be a requirementthat limits the application of the
proposedH* depths to the originalsteam generators,because this requirementis to assure that
the H* depths will not be inadvertentlyappliedto future replacement steam generators,such as
a statement in the Basesfor SurveillanceRequirement 3.4.13.2.
Response: TS Table 5.5.9-4 has been revised to indicate that the H* depths are applicable to
only the Model F Steam Generators.
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50. Discuss the need to modify the pullout length to accountfordifferences in the thermal
treatmentprocess between the low row (less than row 1O) and the high row tubes.
W Response:
As discussed in the response to Question 48 above, the thermal treatment process did not change
the structural properties of the A600. Therefore, the testing, performed with mill annealed Alloy
600 tubes (A600MA), provided results which are equally valid for A600 MA or Alloy 600
thermal treated (A6001T) tubes. There is no need to treat the plant mill annealed tubes
differently from the plant thermal treated tubes and H* is independent of the MA or TI effect.
51. In severalplaces, references are made to documentsfor which no referencesare listed (e.g.,
what is reference 9.21 cited in Section 7.1.2). This needs to be clarifiedin the WCAP.
W Response:
See previous explanation (Question 27.C) plus the following, the references on pages 7-3 and 7-4
were erroneously in the pre-publication version of the WCAP. These were observed and removed
from the published WCAP. Reference 9.28 on Page 7-12 was not observed in the prepublication version and is erroneously in the WCAP.
*
*
*
•

Section 7.1 of the prepublication document: Reference 8.X is Ref. 8.3 of the WCAP
Section 7.1.1 of the prepublication document: Reference 8.Z is Ref. 8.4 of the WCAP
Section 7.1.1: Reference 9.20 should be 8.5
Section 7.1.2: References 9.21 and 9.22 in the prepublication version of the WCAP were
unnecessary and were removed in the published WCAP.
* Section 7.2: Reference to 9.28 should be 8.1
52. Tubeflaws may remain in service at the end of the next operatingcyclefor thefollowing
reasons: (a) they were knowingly left in service at the beginningof cycle (since they were below
the H* distanceandsized with a qualified technique as being less than 40% through-wall), (b) a
region of the tubesheet area was not inspectedwith a qualifiedprobe so indicationswere not
detected at the beginning ofcycle (e.g., below the H* distance, circumferentialflawswould not
be detected), (c) they initiatedduringthe cycle, and d) they were missed during the inspection
andcontinuedto grow. The methodologyfor predictingleakagefrom flaws in the tubesheet area
was providedin WCAP-15932-P, basedin parton the computer code DENTFLO. Describe the
methodology to be used to determine the number, severity, andlocation (depth within the
tubesheet) offlaws for purposes of determining the amount of leakage (using the DENTFLO
code) duringpostulatedaccident conditions, including thefollowing informationforflaws that
arefound, in the steam generators, to extend below the bottom of the expansion transition:
A. the outage in which theflaw was found
B. the orientationof theflaw (axial and circumferentialindications).
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C. the location of the indication with respect to the bottom of the expansion transition.
D. the size of the flaw to include the method ofsizing (by plus-point, bobbin, orRPC), length
(axial and/orcircumferential),depth, andpercent degradedarea (for the circumferential
indications).
E. the H* zone (A, B, C, orD) where the flaw is located.
W Response:
See the response to Questions 17, 26 and 31.
53. Basedon the discussion of 'turbo mix" in the conference callheld on October 19, 2002, with
the Callaway staff explain the use of the "turbo mix" with the bobbin coil indications in (1) the
bobbin coil inspection of the steam generatortubes in the then current refueling outage and
(2) determiningindicationsof circumferentialcrackspreviouslyfound by use of the pancake coil
in the tube inspections in the same outage.
Ameren-UE Response.
54. In aphone call on November 19, 2002, the licensee discussedseveral circumferentialtube
flaws that were detectedin the tubesheet region ofthe Callawaysteam generatorsduringthefall
2002 inspection. Provide the bobbin coil and rotatingprobe inspection datafor thefollowing
tubes in the associatedCallawaysteam generators:SG A-R25C71; SG C-R18C77; SG CR21CJ01; SG C-R29C69; andSG D--R42C57. Include with this data the appropriate
calibrationruns, a drawingof the standards,and the setupsfrom the various calibrationgroups.
Also provide a copy of the eddy currentdata analysisguidelines.
Ameren-UE Response
55. On page 12 of the Westinghouse report, RPC Inspection Lengthsfor Tube-To-Tubesheet
JointsIn the Callaway Steam Generators,' SG-SGDA-02-47, the licensee indicatedthat the
in-situpressure test included a 360 degree, through-wall circumferentialindication. The licensee
stated that the circumferentialindicationdidnot leak under the SLB condition during the in-situ
pressure test. The indicationmay not have leaked because (a) it was not as severe as eddy
currentdata indicated, b) the in-situpressure test may be limitedin its ability to provide results
representativeof an SLB, and/or (c) it does not representthe worst-case scenario. The staff
notes that if afull- length tube pressuretest is performedat apressure of three times the normal
operatingpressure, it may result in simulating three times the axial loads; however, it also
increasesthe interfacepressurebetween the tube andthe tubesheet as a result ofpressure by 3
times. In addition, the in-situpressure test does not include the effect of tubesheet bow. Ideally,
the test should result in the more limiting ofthe following conditions: (a) imparting3 times the
axialloads on the tube at normal operatingpressureand temperaturewith a hole dilation
consistent with that observedduring normal operation;or (b) imparting1.4 times the axial loads
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on the tube at SLB differentialpressuresand temperaturewith a hole dilation consistent with
that observed duringan SLB.
A. Discuss whether the appropriateend-cap loads andcontact loads between the tube and the
tubesheet, as a result ofpressure, are simulatedduringthe test (i.e., if the interfacepressure due
to the tube's internalpressureis increasedby afactorof three during the test, it would not
appearthat the test isproviding useful information).
W Response:
There are two reasons for performing in situ tests. To ascertain whether or not condition
structural requirements are met by degraded tubes and whether or not condition monitoring leak
rate requirements were met by those same degraded tubes. For degradation within the tubesheet
the structural requirements are inherently satisfied and the only purpose of such testing is with
regard to leak rate requirements. For circumferential degradation the in situ tests may be
performed with the intent of demonstrating compliance with structural and/or leak rate
requirements. If the degradation is located below the specified H* distance there is no rationale
for performing in situ tests aimed at demonstrating structural adequacy because structural
adequacy has already been demonstrated in determining the value to be used for H*.
For circumferential degradation located above the H* elevation within the tubesheet the
demonstration of structural adequacy can best be affected by determining the circumferential
extent of the degradation and calculating the strength of any remaining ligaments. Structural in
situ tests should only be considered in the unlikely event that the analysis fails to confirm that the
structural requirement was met.
The dilation of the tubesheet holes during a postulated SLB is a function of the location on the
tubesheet and elevation below the top of the tubesheet. The holes experiencing the most dilation
tend to be [
]Ice

Please see Appendix D to WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
B. Providea description of the test apparatus(including whether it was apartialorfull length
tube test; ifa partialtest, address the location ofthe sealing bladderswith respect to the top of
the tubesheet).
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[Ameren-UE Responsel
C. Provide an analysis demonstratingthe i-situ test conditions bound the conditionsobserved
during normal operationand a SLB as a result oftubesheet bow.
W Response:
See the response to 55 a) above.
D. Discuss whether the in-situ testingperformed at Callawaycan be used to assess the
structuraland leakage integrity of tubes withflaws in the tubesheet region. If the in-situ test does
not provide information regardingthe integrity of the indicationsin the tubesheet region, discuss
the implicationsof these results.
W Response:
See also Appendix D, "In Situ Testing of Tube Indications Located In the Tubesheet" in WCAP15932, Rev. 1.
56. The licensee investigatedthe locationof the bottom of the expansion transitionin relation to
the top of the tubesheet. The licensee included a value of 0.30-inch in the H* distancesbased on
an understandingof the expansion method and a review of datafrom other units. Based on an
assessment ofthe eddy currentdata at Callaway,provide the maximum distance that the bottom
of any of the expansion transitionsisfrom the top of the tubesheet.
W Response:
See the response to Question 28. A limiting value of [
]ate

57. In evaluatingthe potentialforleakagefrom reactorvessel headpenetrations which have an
interferencefit (similar to the steam generatortubes), the industry's MaterialsReliability
Program(MRP-75) analyses include the fact that a leak into the annulus region between the
nozzle and the head results in applicationofpressure on the outside of the nozzle and inside of
the hole in the vessel head This change in boundary conditionfrom the as-designed
configuration increasesthe pressuredilationof the vessel head (pressureappliedto a larger
diameter than the inside ofthe nozzle) andeliminates the pressuredeflection of the nozzle. The
net effect ofthe leakage into the gap is therefore to increase the gap opening.Discuss whether
the analysesperformed in support of determining the pull-out distanceand the leakagefrom a
steam generatortube accountfor this phenomena. If the model doesn't accountfor this effect,
pleaseperform an analysis to determine the need to accountfor this effect.
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W Response:
This phenomena is not considered for the following reason. If a through-wall crack developed
during operation, the loss coefficient would likely increase significantly with the introduction of
primary water into the crevice between the tube and the tubesheet. A very small amount of
prnmary water would be involved and any oxidant present would be quickly consumed by surface
reactions with the tubesheet wetted by the flow. This means that the exposed microscopic
crevices between mating surfaces would be expected to narrow due to the expansion of the
oxides formed; the oxides associated with corrosion in a SG occupy more space than the parent
metals. There would be no meaningful further corrosion because of the lack of a mechanism for
oxidant replenishment.
An observation from the leakage testing program was that subsequent tests on the same specimen
at the same test pressures at elevated temperatures with few exceptions demonstrated an increase
in the loss coefficient with test number. This same effect was not observed on specimens for
which repeated tests were run at room temperature using the same pressurizing medium,
deionized water. Thus, supporting the argument that a small amount of oxidation takes place at
elevated temperatures and leads to closing or narrowing of the microscopic pathways between the
tube and the tubesheet. This argument also explains why none of the in situ tests of tubes with
likely through wall cracks at Callaway resulted in detectable leakage In the laboratory testing, at
temperature exposures of test units were very short (typically < 1 day) while at Callaway the attemperature leakage may have occurred for hundreds of days before decreasing to less than
detectable. Additionally, the presence of boric acid in the reactor coolant would result in slightly
higher low-alloy steel corrosion rates that would further accelerate blocking of the crevice to the
point that flow would be limited.
The impact of boric acid attack on the tubesheet due to the presence of a through-wall flaw in a
SG tube is provided in WCAP-l 1228, Rev. 1. "Tubesheet Region Plugging Criterion for the
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company V.C. Summer Units 1 and 2 Steam Generators",
October 1986 which has been submitted to the NRC staff.
See section 6.0 of WCAP-15932, Revision 1 for further discussion.
58. Provide the "no-contact"lengthfor each of the steam generatorzonesfor both normal
operatingandpostulatedaccidentconditions (including the factors of safetyfor both
conditions).
W Response:
The no contact length is the axial length over which dilation of the tubesheet causes the
mechanical interference contact pressure between the tube OD and the tubesheet hole surface to
reduce to zero. There is no safety factor included in the determination of the no contact lengths.
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59. On page 9 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, Westinghouse statedthat it made
several modifications to the leakage analysisin the TR:
A. It removed room temperaturetests from the analysis data.
B. It revised the crack opening areamodel to accountfor thefact thatpressure actingon the
flanks of the cracks is compressive relative to the materialadjacentto the crackplane. This
reducedthe crack openingareaby 50 percent.
C The revised leakage analysis consideredthe tube materialbelow the crack whereas in the
originalanalysis the tube materialbelow the crack was not considered.
Provide a more detaileddescription of the revised model and its basis, including:
A. A descriptionof the testingprogram used to develop the loss coefficient. Provide the data
acquiredand the data used in the correlation.
W Response:
The tube-to-tubesheet crevice loss coefficient was determined using [

]ac'e

Leak rate test data are provided in Table Q59-1.
B. A descriptionof the testingprogram used to develop theflow through a crack. Provide the
data acquiredand the data used in the correlations.
See Appendix C of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
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W Response:
The leakage analyses reported in both WCAP 15932 and SG-SGDA-02-48 take credit for the
tube material located below the crack. Both analyses consider the leakage resistances of the
crack as well as the tube-to-tubesheet interface downstream. The two analyses differ to the
extent that a more realistic approach is used in SG-SGDA-02-48 to obtain the tube-to-tubesheet
leakage resistance and to estimate crack opening area. A description of the revised crack opening
model used in SG-SGDA-02-48 is provided in Appendix C of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
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The test data used to generate the revised correlation for loss coefficient for leakage through the
tube-to-tubesheet interface is [

Flow through the crack portion of the leakage path is modeled using [
]aCe The same fluid mechanics model has been used in a
number of other studies in the past involving crack leakage and is described in several reports
submitted to NRC (for example, in Section 6.0 of WCAP-15573, "Depth-Based SG Tube Repair
Criteria for Axial PWSCC at Dented TSP Intersections - Alternate Burst Pressure Calculation").

60. It was noted in the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, that all of the test specimens in
the test program exhibited leakage at both room and elevated temperatureconditions with higher
leak rates being measuredat room temperature. Although this generaltrend is expected because
of the lower contact pressuresat room temperature, discuss whether the magnitude of the
differences in leak rates is consistent with what would be expectedgiven the models usedfor
accountingforthe effects oftemperature on contactpressure.If the trends cannot be
quantitativelyexplained, discuss the need to perform additionaltesting to ensure there is a
fundamental understandingof all key parameters.

W Response:
Although the trends in leakage between room temperature and elevated temperature cannot be
quantitatively explained, it is judged that a fundamental understanding of key parameters exists
and that there is not need for additional testing. As stated in section 6.2 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1,
the data base for the curve fitting of the crevice loss coefficient as a function of the contact
pressure has been reviewed in detail. The examination of the test data has revealed a bias to
lower loss coefficients from tests performed at room temperature relative to tests performed at
6000 F. In addition, it was found that crevice resistance increased for subsequent tests using the
same specimens. An examination of the data from the tests performed at room temperature
revealed that the leak rate was constant with time, even though the repeated tests were performed
using the same test equipment and the same test specimens. The consistent explanation for the
behavior of the elevated temperature results is that slight oxidation of the tubesheet simulant at
elevated temperature resulted in a narrowing of the flow paths within the tube-to-tubesheet
interface. The same effect would be expected to occur in the tubesheet of an operating plant and
supports the observation of no leakage from any of the in situ tests of cracks that were surely
throughwall in the Callaway SGs.
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The resistance to leakage through the tube-to-tubesheet interface arises from imperfect contact
between the tube OD and tubesheet hole. Both microscopic roughness asperities and a small
degree of ovality limit the extent of physical contact. An increase in contact pressure produces
increased contact by tightening the interference fit of hill-and-valley asperities, by overcoming
ovality interference and by elastically and plastically deforming the asperities on the tube and
tubesheet hole, which in turn increases the resistance for leakage through the joint.
Temperature has a major influence on the leakage resistance of the tube-to-tubesheet interface
joint. Since the tube expands more than the tubesheet hole, the contact pressures at normal
operating and accident conditions temperatures are expected to be significantly higher than at
room temperature for the same primary-to-secondary pressure differential, which increases the
resistance for leakage. For a given contact pressure, increasing temperature facilitates
deformation of roughness asperities and tightens the interference fit between the tube and
tubesheet. Furthermore, primary fluid flashing at elevated temperatures reduces the effective
pressure differential available to drive the flow, which manifests as increased flow resistance.
Therefore, at a given contact pressure the leakage resistance is expected to be significantly higher
at the normal operating and accident conditions temperatures relative to room temperature
condition. This is clearly evident from the test conducted using simulated Model F tubesheet
joints.
Leak rate evaluations to predict leakage under normal operating and accident conditions utilize
an empirical correlation for leakage loss coefficient. The development of this correlation is
described in SG-SGDA-02-48. The correlation is based on tests conducted at 600TF, which
represents normal operating and accident conditions. There are 29 data points in the correlation
and the coefficient of regression is 75%. Therefore, the loss coefficients used in the leakage
calculations are based on a sound database, and no additional tests are deemed necessary.
See Appendix D of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1.
61. If the loss coefficients are lower at lower temperaturesand an SLB results in temperatures
less than 600 F, discuss the need to obtain a loss coefficient correspondingto the temperatures

actually observed during an SLB. If no data is availablefrom realisticSLB temperatures, discuss
the need to use the room temperature test data to ensure the condition is bounded.

W Response:
The generic temperature and pressure parameters used in the H* structural analysis bound the
values in the accident analysis of the Callaway plant. The H* SLB leakage analysis is completed
at plant conditions (2560 psi, 600 ° F) similar to that used by the industry and approved by the
NRC for steam generator alternate repair criteria.
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62. On page 7 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, the licenseepostulateda theory
regardingwhy the loss coefficient may increase with the initial introductionofprimary water
into the crevice. Regardingthis theory, please address thefollowing:
A. Discuss whether the corrosionproducts or the primary water in the crevice would result in a
loss of contactpressureabove thejoint and whether this effect was consideredin the analysis.
Forexample, suppose corrosionof the tubesheet resulted in the accumulationof corrosion
products between the tube and the tubesheet, would the corrosionproducts result in a loss of
contactpressure(due to a phenomenon such as denting)? In addition, suppose a tube was
leakingfrom a crack in the tubesheet region, discuss the potentialforloss of contactpressure as
a result of the leakage. Provide the technical basisfor the answers.
W Response:
As noted in section 6.0 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1, if a through-wall crack developed during
operation, the loss coefficient would likely increase significantly with the initial introduction of
primary water into the crevice between the tube and the tubesheet. A very small amount of
primary water would be involved and any oxidant present would be quickly consumed by surface
reactions with the tubesheet material wetted by the flow. This means that the exposed
microscopic crevices between material surfaces would be expected to narrow due to the
expansion of the oxides formed; the oxides associated with the corrosion in a SG occupy more
space than the parent metals. There would be no meaningful further corrosion because of lack of
a mechanism for oxygen replenishment. In addition, any microscopic particulates that were
transported through the crack would likely further narrow the crevice and retard the flow. An
observation from the leak rate testing program was that subsequent tests on the same specimen at
the same test pressures at elevated temperatures for the most part demonstrated an increase in
loss coefficient with test number. The same effect was not demonstrated on specimens for which
repeated tests were run at room temperature using the same pressurizing medium, deionized
water. Thus, supporting the argument that a small amount of oxidation takes place at elevated
temperatures and leads to a closing or narrowing of the microscopic pathways between the tube
and the tubesheet. This argument also explains why none of the in situ tests with likely throughwall cracks at Callaway resulted in detectable leakage and implies that there would be no leakage
during a postulated accident.
B. During the leak rate testingprogramas discussed in Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47,
it was noted that when repeat tests were performedon a specimen at elevated temperature, there
was an increasein the loss coefficient (withfew exceptions). Pleasedescribe these exceptions
andassess the key parametersthat may explain why these exceptions occur (e.g., specimens with
lower contact pressures, more severeflaws, random, etc.). Given the results of this analysis,
discuss whether similarconditions occur in the field.
W Response:
The repeat tests were conducted in succession on the same day. For a given sample, the leakage
data at the NOP condition, 1900 psi (nominal ) were recorded first, followed by the data at the
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accident condition pressure differential, 2650 psi (nom.). Finally, the data at the pressure
exceeding the accident condition, 3100 psi (nom.), were recorded. At this point, the sequence
was repeated.
There were [
]8C.C The

leakage flow reduced in eight of the 11 pairs of tests. In the remaining tests of the pairs of data
points, the leakage flow increased. Another case involved only one data point at each pressure
differential for a sample. Hence, there weren't two leakage flows for the same pressure
differential to compare for that sample.
It was concluded that the results of sample fabrication variables, such as hydraulic expansion
pressure effects on the resulting tube-to-tubesheet contact pressure, were minimal due to
maintaining good control of the processes.
It is concluded that the laboratory fabrication processes produced joints which were conservative
to, or the same as, the processes used to make the tube-to-tubesheet joints in the factory. The
main conservatism was the use of the low end of the factory hydraulic expansion pressure range
to make the laboratory samples.
C. Discuss the extent to which the same phenomenon (increase in loss coefficient as a result of
leakage) would occur in thefield given that the water chemistry in the plant is different than the
pressurizing medium used during the tests. Also discuss the handlingof the specimens between
these tests. Discuss whether the loss coefficient is increasingwith time simply as a result of
different environments and handling (the lab specimens are probably exposed to much more
oxygen than would be present in a steam generatorduringoperation).

See response to Question 63 a).
D. Given that the tubesheet collar used in the test is a different materialthan that used in the
field and was primarilyselected to simulate the rigidity of the ubesheet, discuss whether
different results may be obtainedif the actualtubesheet material was used.

W Response:
It is Westinghouse's engineering judgment that the slight oxidation in the tubesheet simulant at
elevated temperature results in a narrowing of the flow paths in the tube-to-tubesheet crevice.
This same effect would be expected to occur in the tubesheet of an operating plant.
As stated in WCAP-1 1228, Rev. 1, "Tubesheet Region Plugging Criterion for the South Carolina
Electric and Gas Company V.C. Summer Units 1 and 2 Steam Generators", October 1986.
corrosion testing showed that high temperature exposure of tubesheet material resulted in steel
corrosion rates of about 1 mil per year. This rate is higher than would be expected in the steam
generator since no attempt was made to completely remove the oxygen from the autoclave during
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heatup. Even with this amount of corrosion, the leak rate is still a factor of nine less than the
corrosion rate observed during low temperature exposure. This differential corrosion rate
observed between high and low temperature exposure was expected because of the decreasing
acidity of the boric acid at high temperatures and the corrosive effect of the high oxygen at low
temperatures.
These corrosion tests are considered to be very conservative since they were conducted at
maximum boric acid concentrations, in the absence of lithium hydroxide, with no special
precaution to deaerate the solutions , and they were of short duration. The latter point is very
significant since parabolic corrosion rates are expected in these types of tests, which leads one to
overestimate actual corrosion rates when working with data of short duration. Previous testing
by Westinghouse has shown that the presence of lithium hydroxide reduces corrosion of Inconel
Alloy 600 and steel in a borated solution at operating temperatures.
63. On page 8 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA -02-4 7, Westinghouse stated that the leak
rate can be measuredby the pressuredrop during the in-situpressure test and that if there is no
detected drop in the pressure during a holdperiod, there has been zero leakage. Westinghouse
also stated that the in-situ testing equipment is capable of measuringleak rates as small as
0.001 gpm.
A. The staff understands that the holdingperiodforthe maximum pressure is usually two
minutes. If the holdingperiodis extended to a longerperiodof time such as the durationof a
steam line break event, the tube may leak because the crack opening area may enlarge. Discuss
the potentialforthe tube to leak when the holdingperiod is extended.

W Response:
In accordance with the EPRI Guideline document on In Situ Testing, for leakage testing,
indications which leak have a 5 to 10 minute hold period. If the leak rate decays during the test
interval, the maximum leak rate value is reported. If the leak rate is increasing, the trending
information should be reported over the 10 minute testing period. If no leakage is measured, the
minimum hold period is 2 minutes.
Callaway has performed a number of in situ tests of circumferential tube crack indications
located within the tubesheet and has found none that exhibited any leakage. The in situ testing
equipment is capable of measuring leak rates as small as 0.001 gpm or about 75 drops per
minute. Therefore, the hold times were limited to 2 minutes.
See also Appendix D of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 for a discussion of the use of in situ test data for
the Callaway PLRPC inspection criteria..
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B. Describe how the leak rate was measuredin the in-situpressure tests.
Ameren-UE to Respond.
C Assuming the in-situ test can simulate the conditions of an SLB, pleaseprovide the basisfor
the statement that the in-situ testing equipment is capable of measuringleak rates as small as
0.001 gpm.
W Response:
Ameren-UE Response.
C With respect to the statement that the detection capability is improved ifpressure is
monitored, discuss the sensitivity of this techniquefor the standardhold times used during in-situ
tests. Provide the basisfor this answer.
W Response:
See the response to Question 63 a).
64. The licensee indicatedthat theflaws in the tubesheet may grow deeper without getting
appreciablylonger. The basisfor this conclusion is not obvious. It may simply mean that the
stresses at the deepestpart of theflaw were the highest with somewhat lower stresseselsewhere.
The profile could indicate a deep section with a shallowerextent aroundthe remainingportion
of the circumference (below the detection threshold). If this were the case, allflaws could
eventually grow to be 360 degrees in circumferentialextent and 100 percent through-wall.
Discuss the need to obtainfield data to confirm the expectation.
W Response:
See response to Question 66.
65. RegardingFigure 14 in the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-4 7, and the determinationof
the distribution of indications below the inspected region, it is not apparentthat the methodology
presentedsupports the conclusion that the distributionof indicationsbelow the H* distance is
uniform, for thefollowing reasons:
A. If one werejust interestedin the most severe indications, it would appearthat only the data
from 3" to the H* distanceshould be included in the Figuresince thefirst 3 inches of the tube
were inspected duringprior outages (since circumferentialindicationsin thefirst 3-inches had
been removedfrom the population duringpast inspections).
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B. Given that eventually all indicationsbelow the H* distancewill become severe since they will
not be detected nor repaired, it would seem appropriatethat all indicationsshould be assessed
(i.e., not just the most severe).
C. Given that each zone is potentially inspected to a different distance, it would appear
appropriateto evaluate whether there is differences between the various zones.
Provide a list of all indications, the outage in which they were detected, their severity
(circumferentialextent, average depth, maximum depth, percent degradedarea), their elevation
with respect to the top of the tubesheet (e.g., TSH-2.5 inches), and the zone in which they were
found.
Replot Figure 14 based on all indications (regardlessof severity, zone, or outage in which they
were detected) and also with all indicationsin specific zones to assess whether the uniform
distributionassumption still holds.
W Response to [A], [B], and [C]:
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 of WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 represent a projection of the number of cracks to be
present in all the steam generators and the number in the most seriously affected SG, i.e., SG A
based on the number of indications. The projections have been made based on a lognormal
distribution function. The first cracks were observed in the Callaway SGs in 1995 after 8.6
effective full power years of operation. The cumulative distribution of circumferential cracks
within the tubesheet are illustrated on Figure 6-16 for all the SGs and Figure 6-17 for SG A. A
summation of the leak rates to be expected from each indication in Table 6.3 has been made
using the distribution of angles as listed in Figure 6.15 and likely depths from the distribution of
all indications found during the outage in combination with the prediction curves of Figure 6.19.
Moreover, the SLB leakage calculation conservatively assumes that all indications are located in
one SG. The calculated SLB leakage is determined to be 0. 44 gpm which is within the accident
analyses assumption of 1.0 gpm included within the Callaway UFSAR.
A tubesheet map of Callaway non-axial tubesheet indications below -0.3 inches from the top of
the tubesheet is provided in Figure Q65-1. The plot supports a determination that the indications
are distributed uniformly in the radial direction outside the thermally treated portion of the tube
bundle and part of Zone A. Figure 6.14, "Distribution of Severe Indication Locations" of
WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 supports a uniform distribution along the elevation of the tubesheet.
66. Regarding the theory that the flaws are a result of local expansions of the tube materialinto
manufacturingdepressionswithin the drilled holes in the tubesheet:
Regarding the theory that theflaws are a result of local expansions of the tube materialinto
manufacturingdepressionswithin the drilled holes in the tubesheet:
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A. Discuss the basisfor this theory.
W Response:
Discussion:
Primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) was first observed at the tubesheet expansion
region in operating steam generators in which the tube-to-tubesheet crevice closure had been
effected by full-depth roll expansion. Somewhat unexpectedly, the cracking occurred not at the
expansion transition at the top of the tubesheet, where the residual stresses are known to be high,
but rather appeared to be randomly distributed within the tubesheet. A close review of the
manufacturing records from the tubesheet drilling operation, which included manual gauging of
the drilled tubesheet holes to locate and disposition drilling anomalies, indicated a strong
correspondence between the drilling anomalies and the tube cracking locations.
The conclusion from this assessment was that these drilling anomalies represent locations at
which the residual stresses are high as a consequence of the mechanical rollers expanding the
tubing over ledges and into gouges in the tubesheet hole ID surfaces. A significant number of
mockups were tested, using relatively short-length collar simulants intentionally drilled to
contain irregular ID surfaces. Tubes were then roll-expanded into the collars. Most of these
mockups used surrogate stainless steel tubes rather than Alloy 600 tubes, and were used to index
the relative residual stress level by means of the familiar boiling MgCl2 test. Invariably the
times-to-crack were shorter at the ID surface irregularities than at the roll expansion transitions.
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Similar observations were also noted in the "skip roll repair" program. When full-depth roll
expansion was first implemented, ID profilometry indicated the existence of unexpanded regions
where the step-wise rolling equipment had missed a step and left a small portion of the tube
unexpanded. This created an internal "expansion transition"; these locations proved in testing to
represent a region of high residual stress where cracking occurred preferentially. A solution to
this was to re-roll the nonexpanded region - i.e., to "skip roll repair" the sites - using specially
designed rolling equipment. Eventually, it turned out that the overlap regions between original
roll expansions and subsequent roll-repairs represented locations of high residual stress, and firstcracking initiated at those sites. While not duplicating the conditions of the present concern, this
experience did provide additional support to the judgment that internal regions of high residual
stress could in fact lead to premature stress corrosion cracking.
When explosive-expansion was adopted as the means for closing the tube-to-tubesheet crevice, it
was common to find the earliest signs of degradation within the tubesheet, well away from the
expansion transitions at the top of the tubesheet. While it is likely that the residual stresses at ID
surface irregularities are lower for explosive (or hydraulic) expansion than for roll-expansion, the
local residual stresses are apparently sufficiently high that initial cracking occurs there.
Since most of these sites, well removed from the top surface of the tubesheet, do not represent a
safety concern, the qualification and adoption of such alternate repair criteria as L*, F* and W*
provided significant relief to the utilities in that unnecessary plugging was avoided.
An indirect confirmation of the judgment that the local ID surface irregularities are the source of
the problem is available from the results of a study performed in 1992 for EPRI to characterize
the resistance to PWSCC of hydraulic tube-tubesheet expansions (Ref. 1). For this program,
both hydraulic and mechanical (roll) expansion mockups were prepared and tested in a highly
accelerated 4000 C doped steam test environment. These mockups used smooth-bore cylindrical
collars - i.e., they contained no ID surface irregularities. All cracking in the test mockups - both
the roll-expansion mockups and the hydraulic expansion mockups - occurred at the expansion
transitions at the top and bottom of the collars; no cracking occurred within the smooth-bored
regions. This suggests that, lacking ID surface irregularities, degradation would not be expected
to occur within the tubesheet. The obverse proposition, therefore, is that the occurrence of
cracking within the tubesheet regions strongly suggests the existence of ID surface irregularities
at the sites of the degradation.
B. Are these manufacturingdepressions evidentfrom bobbin coil or rotatingpancake coil
inspections?

W Response:
The manufacturing depressions and other features may be referred to as anomalies or signals and
have been detected in both bobbin coil and rotating pancake coil inspections.
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C. Discuss whether theflaws observed were containedwithin the area bounded" by the
depression in all cases.

W Response:
In the testing programs mentioned in Response A above, degradation was observed to be both
axial and circumferential in orientation. This was interpreted to indicate that, depending on the
nature of the surface irregularity/condition causing the local high residual stress, the stress may
be exaggerated either in the hoop or in the axial direction. The former would promote axial
cracking, whereas the latter would encourage circumferentially-oriented degradation. Logically,
it would be expected that circumferential cracking would be more likely to be confined to the
region adjacent to the source of the stress, whereas the axial crack might extend somewhat away
from the stress source until it reached a region where the residual-plus-operating stress was
insufficient to continue to drive the crack extension.
The thrust of the previous work was not to study and carefully characterize the cracking, but
rather to elucidate means to avoid it. Hence, exhaustive physical examinations of all degradation
locations was not performed.
D. Discuss whyflaws have not been observed in Zone A given the postulatedcause of cracking
(presumably thefrequency of these manufacturingdepressions would be the samefrom one zone
to the next).

W Response:
A circumferential indication has been observed in Zone A of the Callaway SGs.
E. Given these observations, discuss the need to modify the leakage assessmentforRefueling 12
and subsequent outages to addresscracks that may be occurring in Zone A and other zones.

The SG leakage calculation included in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1projected the number of
indications in the tubesheet RPC inspection region in all SGs (in each zone) and determined the
expected primary to secondary leakage to be approximately 0.44 gpm.
Reference:
1. Characterizationof the Resistance to PWSCC ofHydraulic Tube-Tubesheet Expansions,

Final Report for Project S406-12, EPRI TR-100865, July 1992.
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67. To evaluate the leakage through a 360 degree circumferentialextent, 100 percent throughwall circumferentialflaw, the maximum crack opening areawas determinedfrom an analysis
which considers either (a) the primarypressureacting on the crackflanks with a tube material
acting as a spring to resistpartingof the crackfaces, or (b) from extrapolatingthe areas
obtainedfrom analyzinga series of circumferentialcracks up to about 270 degree in
circumferentialextent. Pleaseprovide a more detaileddescriptionof how this was done, its
basis, and any data supportingthe predictionsfrom this model.

W Response:
See Appendix C of the revised WCAP-15932, Rev. I entitled "Crack Opening Area for
Circumferential Cracks in the Tubesheet".
68. With respect to the assumption in the leakage model that the leak ratefrom a circumferential
crack is the same as the leak ratefrom an axial crack if the crack opening areasof the two
cracks are identical, the staff agrees to afirst approximationthat this is true when the ratio of
wall thickness to crack opening displacement is not large (e.g., ratio <10). However, when this
ratio is large, it is not clearwhether this assumption would hold true. As a result, discuss the
need to accountfor differences in leak rates when the wall thickness to crack opening
displacement is large. Discuss whether the leakage model consideredcases when the wall
thickness to crack opening displacement is large (e.g., ratio > 10).

W Response:
The presence of the tubesheet prevents the tube segments above a crack from bending, which
limits the crack opening area for circumferential cracks. Similarly, the tubesheet limits crack
flanks opening for axial cracks. The ratio of wall thickness to crack opening displacement is
greater than 10 for all crack sizes considered in this study.
Fluid mechanics models used in the industry to compute crack leakage treat the leak path as a slit
of constant area or varying linearly in the direction of flow. Using analogy with flow through a
pipe, leakage flow rate is determined by equating the pressure difference available to drive
leakage with pressure losses due to a large number turns in the leakage path due to irregular
geometry (tortuosity), expansions and contractions, and wall friction, as well as due to effects of
flashing of liquid to vapor. In such a model, the crack orientation, axial vs. circumferential, is
not important. If the effective crack area and factors affecting pressure drops (i.e., tortuosity and
surface roughness) are the same, then the leakage from an axial crack would be the same the
leakage from a circumferential crack.
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69. The staff notes that there are uncertaintiesassociatedwith many aspects of the leakage
evaluation. There are uncertaintiesin the number offlaws, the locations of theflaws, the size of
theflaws and whether they grow in circumferentialextent, the loss coefficient, and the
constrainingeffect the tubesheet has on crack opening. Given the uncertainties in the evaluation,
a leakage model similar to that developedfor NRC GenericLetter 95-05, "Voltage-BasedRepair
Criteriafor Westinghouse Steam GeneratorTubes Affected by Outside DiameterStress
CorrosionCracking," should be consideredto ensure the leakageestimates providedby the
model representsa 95P percentile value at a 95 percent confidence when accountingforall of
the uncertainties.Discuss how uncertaintiesare treated in the leakage model.

W Response:
See the response to Question 65.
70. The leak ratesfor variouscrack sizes areplotted in Figure 19 in the Westinghouse report,
SG-SGDA-02-47. Thisfigure represents the leak ratefor indicationsat the boundary between
Zones B and C. It would seem that similardata would need to be developedfor all Zones unless
there is no potentialforcircumferentialcracks in those other zones such as Zones A and D.

W Response:
There is a potential for leakage from Zones A, B, C and D. The SLB leakage model has been
revised to consider both the effect of depth into the tubesheet and radial location from the center
of the tubesheet in establishing postulated SLB leakage. The total projected number of
indications at the end of the next operating cycle have been grouped by elevation in the tubesheet
and by distribution of severe indication crack angles in order to calculate SLB leakage.
Moreover, the SLB leakage calculation assumes all indications are located in one steam
generator. The projected SLB leakage is calculated to be 0.44 gpm which is significantly less
that the 1.0 gpm assumed in the Callaway UFSAR accident analyses.
71. The staff understands that tube inspections arefrequently performed beyond the specified
inspection extent (e.g., three inches). Without understandingmore details ofwhat indications
werefound, where they were found, and when they werefound, the staff is unable to draw any
conclusions regardingwhether a conservative prediction of the number offlaws that could be
present below the H* distance is being determined. Pleaseclarify the data in Tables 1, 2, and 3
in the Westinghouse reportSG-SGDA-02-47. Also, the information in Tables 1, 2, and 3 do not
appear to match the description in the text. For example, the text indicated that the number of
indicationsfoundfor allof the steam generatorswas 46, but the correspondingtable entry
(based on staffs interpretation)indicatesthe number is 52.
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W Response:
The total number of significant indications found in the Callaway steam generators within the H*
distance is 12 as defined in Table 6.1. The numbers of severe circumferential indications for H*
< Depth and H* < depth < 16" are projected numbers.
Table 6.1 has been revised as follows to correct an error in the scaling factors. This change is
described in WCAP-15932, Rev. 1 and is summarized below.
Table 6.1: Distribution of Severe Circumferential Indications in Callaway SGs and H*
Zone
SG
Depth*<
H* < Depth
H < De th < 16"
Zone B

Zone C

Zone B

Zone C

Zone B

Zone C

A

3

0

6

0

4

0

B

0

0

0

0

0

C
D
Totals

4
2
9

3
0
3

8
4
18

4
0
4

6
5
15

I

0

1

3
0
3

Hence, the total number of severe indications in the Callaway SGs is projected to be 52.
Also, Tables 6.2 and 6.3 have been modified to be consistent with the text in WCAP-15932, Rev.
1. These tables represent a projection of all circumferential indications in the tubesheet region of
the Callaway SGs below -0.3 inches from the top of the tubesheet and all circumferential
indications located in that same region in SG A.
72. The Callaway inspection results have shown that circumferentialand axial cracks may
develop within the H* distance during an operatingcycle. At the time ofplant startup, there will
be no detected degradationwithin the H* distance. During the course ofthe cycle, aflaw could
initiatewithin the H* distance of this tube. Thisflaw may affect the pull-out resistance of the
joint. In addition, there is a potentialthat 360 degree, 100 percent through-wallflawsat or
below the H* distance may occur.
A. Discuss the need to expand the inspection distance of the rotatingpancake coil probe to
accountfor the initiation/growthofflaws within the H* distance during the course of the cycle.
B. Provide datasupporting the ability to assess the impact of degradationwithin the
H* distance on the pull-out resistance of the joint.

W Response:
The plant data only shows that circumferential cracks occur below -0.3 inches from the top of the
tubesheet in the Callaway SGs. With one exception, axial cracks occur above this elevation in
the crevice region. This one exception, tube R46 C61 in SG A, had a Multiple Axial Indication
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(MAT) on the tube at an elevation of -0.75 inches and a Single Circumferential Indication (SCI) at
an elevation -0.74 inches from the top of the tubesheet.
Addressing the need to expand the inspection distance of the RPC probe to account for initiation
and growth of flaws within the H* distances during the course of a cycle, the Callaway plant
currently has no repair criteria for degradation found in the steam generators that would allow a
tube with any type of indication other than wear to remain in service. Callaway follows the
industry practice as defined in the EPRI Guideline document for SG Inservice Inspection of plugbased-on-detection. Plugging of the defective tubes is intended to ensure that tubes remaining in
service will meet the integrity performance criteria until the next scheduled tube inspection.
From a structural standpoint, based on the occurrence of cracking within the Callaway steam
generators, it is expected that at most only a single crack would be present in the H* distance and
that the crack would be limited in azimuthal extent. It is judged that the presence of a single
crack within the H* distance would not significantly affect the stiffness of the tube in the hoop
direction during all plant conditions and the integrity of the joint would not be compromised.
Concerning primary-to-secondary leakage, no through-wall cracks are expected. In the unlikely
occurrence of a through-wall crack in the H* distance, leakage would be expected to be
negligible during all plant conditions due to the small circumferential extent of the crack.
73. On page 13 of the Westinghouse report, SG-SGDA-02-47, it states that, "...the stress from
the pressure on the flanks is 0.214 of the stress that would result from an end cap pressure load
for the same pressure..." Provide the technical basis for the 0.214.
W Response:
This is the ratio of the material area of the tube based on the thickness relative to the total area of
the tube based on the OD. Ratio of 2irrmt to wr0 2.
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CALLAWAY PLANT

a ORGNA
Mr. Brad Corder
AmerenUE - Callaway Plant
P.O. Box 620
Junction Highway CC & Highway 0
Fulton, MO 65251

Direct tel:
Direct fax:
e-mail:
Cust.omer P.O.:
Westinghouse S.O.:
Our ref:

Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclear Services
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

412-374-6650
412-374-3451
mcdonopj westinghouse.com

92204/Task CA-79.0
17484

SCP-03-52
June 3, 2003

AmerenUE
CALLAWAY PLANT
Responses to NRC RAls on Partial-Length RPC Inspection of the Tube Sheet Region
of the Caliaway Plant Steam Generators
Dear Mr. Corder:
This letter transmits 10 copies of proprietary (LTR-SGDA-03-129) and non-proprietary
(LTR-SGDA-03-130) versions of "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length RPC Inspection of the
Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam Generators," dated May 2003 for your submittal to the
NRC for review and approval.
In addition to the proprietary and non-proprietary letter reports, there are four other enclosures for your
use:
1.

Information which should be included in your NRC transmittal letter.

2.

Proprietary Information Notice to be attached to your NRC transmittal letter.

3.

Copyright Notice to be attached to your NRC transmittal letter.

4.

Westinghouse letter, "Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public
Disclosure" (CAW-03-1649) with Affidavit CAW-03-1649.

Please transmit the original of Item 4 to the NRC in your transmittal.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY LLC

P. J. McDonough
Customer Project Manager

Official record electronically approved in EDMS 2000

A BNFL Group company
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Enclosures
cc:

M. S. Evans
J. H. Center
B. Huhmann

Callaway
Callaway
Callaway

Official record electronically approved inEDMS 2000

A BNFL Group company

Westinghouse

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclear Services
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

Direct tel: (412) 374-5282
Direct fax: (412) 374-4011
e-mail: SeppIha@westinghouse.com

Our ref: CAW-03- 1649

June 3, 2003
APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
Subject:

LTR-SGDA-03-129, "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial Length RPC Inspection of the
Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam Generators" (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced report is
further identified in Affidavit CAW-03-1649 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the Commission's
regulations.
Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by AmerenUE.
Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the application for withholding or the
Westinghouse affidavit should reference this letter, CAW-03-1649 and should be addressed to the
undersigned.
Very truly yours,

anea
H.A. S
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Enclosures
cc: S. J. Collins
D. Holland
B. Benney

A BNFL Group company

CAW-03- 1649

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared H. A. Sepp, who, being by me duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC ("Westinghouse'), and that the averments of fact set forth in this
Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

H. A. Sepp,

anager

Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Sworn to and subscribed
before me this

day

of

,2003

Notary Public
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(1)

CAW-03- 1649

I am Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse
Electric Company LLC ("Westinghouse"), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the
function of reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in
connection with nuclear power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to
apply for its withholding on behalf of the Westinghouse Electric Company LLC.

(2)

I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the
Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse application for withholding
accompanying this Affidavit.

(3)

1 have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by the Westinghouse Electric
Company LLC in designating information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential
commercial or financial information.

(4)

Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's regulations,
the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the
information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i)

The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held
in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii)

The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not
customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining
the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,
utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in
confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes
Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.
Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several
types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive
advantage, as follows:

(a)

The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,
structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of
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Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a
competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b)

It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or
component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a
competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved
marketability.

(c)

Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his
competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance
of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d)

It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or
commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e)

It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded
development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f)

It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the
following:
(a)

The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive
advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to
protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b)

It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such
information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to
sell products and services involving the use of the information.

(c)

Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by
reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d)

CAW-03- 1649

Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive
advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If
competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component
may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a
competitive advantage.

(e)

Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of
Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the
competition of those countries.

(f)

The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and
development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a
competitive advantage.

(iii)

The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the
provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790, it is to be received in confidence by the
Commission.

(iv)

The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available
information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to
the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is
appropriately marked in LTR-SGDA-03-129, "Responses to NRC RAIs on PartialLength RPC Inspection of the Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam
Generator," (Proprietary) dated May 2003. The information is provided in support of a
submittal to the Commission, being transmitted by the AmerenUE letter and Application
for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, to the Document
Control Desk. The proprietary information as submitted for use by Westinghouse
Electric Company LLC for the Callaway Plant is expected to be applicable for other
licensee submittals in response to certain NRC requirements for justification of a
reduction of rotating pancake coil (RPC) inspection length of Model F steam generator
tubes within the tubesheet from full-length to partial length.
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This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Justify the use of the H* criterion as a basis for limiting the length of eddy current
inspection of hydraulically expanded tubes in the tubesheet region of steam
generators.

(b) Discuss analysis and testing programs used in support of the development of the H*
criterion.

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a)

Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers for
purposes of meeting NRC requirements for licensing documentation.

(b)

Westinghouse can sell support and defense of this information to its customers in
the licensing process.

(c)

The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a
methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the
competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of
competitors to provide similar licensing support documentation and licensing defense
services for commercial power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public
disclosure of the information would enable others to use the information to meet NRC
requirements for licensing documentation without purchasing the right to use the
information.
The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of
applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and
the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.
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In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical
programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the
requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.
In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(b)(1).

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.

AmerenUE

Letter for Transmittal to the NRC

The following paragraphs should be included in your letter to the NRC:
Enclosed are:
1. 2 copies of LTR-SGDA-03-129, "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length RPC Inspection of the
Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam Generators" (Proprietary)
2. 2 copies of LTR-SGDA-03-130, "Responses to NRC RAIs on Partial-Length RPC Inspection of the
Tube Sheet Region of the Callaway Plant Steam Generators" (Non-proprietary)
Also enclosed are a Westinghouse authorization letter, CAW-03-1649, accompanying affidavit,
Proprietary Information Notice, and Copyright Notice.
As Item I contains information proprietary to Westinghouse Electric Company, it is supported by an
affidavit signed by Westinghouse, the owner of the information. The affidavit sets forth the basis on
which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b) (4) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's'
regulations.
Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the information which is proprietary to Westinghouse be
withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the Commission's
regulations.
Correspondence with respect to the copyright or proprietary aspects of the items listed above or the
supporting Westinghouse Affidavit should reference CAW-03- 1649 and should be addressed to
H. A. Sepp, Manager of Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, Westinghouse Electric Company,
P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355.

